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or target systems. His organization has
been trying to emulate a "reasonable sub
set" of the Win32 API to demonstrate
that emulation is possible under UNIX,
and they have been able to implement
most low-level constructs of Win32.

The problem they originally set out to
solve was: Given a console application for
Win32 written in Visual C-l-l- 5.0 with
use of the Standard Template Libraries
(STL) and running under Windows 95 or
NT, compile and execute the same code
on UNIX, with gcc 2.8.1 and STL, for
Solaris 2.6 (sparc/x86) or Linux 2.0
(x86).

By "a reasonable subset," Paas means
implementation of a couple key areas.
The first is support for NT multithread
ing (i.e., the ability to create, destroy, sus
pend, and resume preemptive threads)
and for most synchronization and
thread-local storage (TLS) functions. To
demonstrate memory management abili
ties, they wanted to be able to allocate,
commit, and protect virtual memory on
the page level, as well as support memory
mapping I/O and files. They wanted to
provide user level page fault handling
with structured exception handling
(SEH) to emulate NT SEH. Finally (and
ambitiously), they wanted to provide use
of the Winsock API for TCP/IP under the
e m u l a t o r.

Paas then went into the implementation
details of nt2unix, comparing code to
accomplish common tasks such as creat
ing a thread in NT versus POSIX versus
Solaris. Creating a thread is in itself very
simple, but the differences between oper
ating systems meant they had to ignore
LPSEC attributes l ike Windows 95 does.

One major problem with thread synchro
nization is that suspending and resuming
threads is not possible under the POSIX
thread API. Additionally, some Win32
thread concepts are hard to implement
efficiently within POSIX. The NT kernel
usually handles this, but in UNIX it must
be done manually, which implies some
performance hits.

Memory management turned out to be
fairly easy. Structured exception handling
wasn't as easy and couldn't be supported
directly, since supporting the keywords
try and except would require a change in
the compiler. They decided to implement
SetUnhandledExceptionFilter(), which
creates a global signal handler. Mapping
NT exception codes to UNIX signals,
where there isn't always a good match,
made th is d i fficu l t .

To enable TCP/IP networking using
Winsock, they decided to restrict
Winsock 2.0 to the BSD Sockets API. The
bulk of the task was translating data
types, definitions, and error codes. Paas
notes that the pitfalls in this are that
some types are hard to map, like fd_set:
Winsock's selectO function is most defi
nitely not BSD's selectf).
To test their solutions, they emulated a
15,000-line native Win32 Visual C++
code module, SVMlib. This shared virtu

al-memory library is all-software, user-
level, and page-based. They ran this with
nt2unbc with no source code changes.
Initial time comparisons show satisfacto
ry behavior, the major reason for slightly
slower performance than on a Win32
platform being that UNIX signal han
dling is significantly more expensive than
Win32 event handling.

Paas's team concluded that Win32 API
emulation under UNIX is very possible,
and that if the emulator is application-
driven, it can be implemented within
finite time (three man-months). Paas says
"nt2unix is a reasonable first step to
develop portable low level applications."
In the future they would like to imple
ment a more complete set of Win32 base
services, allowing more applications to be
run under UNIX (NT services could be
run as UNIX daemons, for example).

nt2unix: <http://www.lfbs.rwth-aachen.de/
-ka rsten/p rojects/nt2 u n ix>
SVMlib: <http://www.lfbs.fwth-aachen.de/
~karsten/projects/SVMlib>

NT-SwIFT: Software Implemented Fault
To le rance on Windows NT

Yennun Huang, P. Emerald Chung,
and Chandra Kintala, Bell Labs,
Lucent Technologies,- Chung-Ylh Wang
and De-Ron Liang, Institute of
Information Science, Academia
S i n i c a

Yennun Huang presented NT-SwiFT, a
group of software components imple
mented to provide fault tolerance on
Windows NT. These were originally
developed for UNIX and have been port
ed to NT with new features added.

The problem is to make distributed
applications highly available and fault
tolerant. Huang outlined three possible
solutions: (1) transaction processing as in
Microsoft Transaction Server; (2) active'
replication / virtual synchrony as in ISIS,
HORUS, and Ensemble; (3)checkpoint-
ing and rollback recovery, which is the
approach SwiFT takes.
SwiFT supports three types of process
replication for rollback recovery: cold, '
warm, and hot. Cold is fail-over with or
without checkpointing. Warm is primary
backup with state transfer. Hot uses an
active process group with no shared i
memory. Regardless, the overall philoso
phy was to keep the error recovery mech
anism transparent from client programs;
and to enhance fault-tolerant server pro
grams with fault tolerant APIs.
After an extremely detailed catalog of the
many components of SwiFT and what
they can be used for, Huang provided
some general information about SwiFT
in general. UNIX SwiFT has been used in
Bell Labs for more than five years and is
used in more than 20 products and ser- '
vices. Its technologies have been licensed
to a few companies. A few projects in
Lucent are trying NT-SwiFT.

SwiFT was originally ported to NT on
UWIN but was re-implemented with
many new features. UWIN 1.33 works,
but not quite. By writing new driver
code, they obtain less software dependen-
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cy, a new GUI, new features, and a much
needed understanding of NT internals.
The basic procedure is that when a
process is initially created, important sys
tem calls and events are intercepted and
recorded. This is a sneaky and very trans
parent solution: a whole process space
can be set up (using NT calls
VirtualQueryO and Virtual ProtectO).
Handles can be restored with library
injection techniques and modification of
import address tables. For client-server
applications, they use an intermediate
NDIS driver, which allows them to set up
a dispatcher and server node with the
same IP address. The dispatcher node can
be failed over.

Huang gave a very interesting demo of
the checkpoint and process-space recov
ery features using the beloved
minesweeper application. This was both
humorous and very effective: after plac
ing a few mines, he took a checkpoint,
placed a few more, and, naturally, "blew
up" when he clicked a bad square. Then
he restored from the last checkpoint,
which, he explained, actually launched
the process, restored its process space,
and replayed a sequence of events. This
allowed him to "try again" and check
point again when he clicked a few good
squares. While trivial, it clearly demon
strated the possibilities of the system.

Huang expressed a few opinions about
NT, namely that it has too many APIs
and libraries (really?), but that it is very
powerful and that "everything is possible
in NT." It has many useful facilities, and
although the OS can be an esoteric maze
at times, a good point is that if you have
a problem, someone somewhere has
probably written some code to solve it,
and it's fairly easy to find free code sam
ples.

Huang stated a few future goals for
SwiFT. They'd like to bring it to Windows
98. They are planning to add a few com
ponents (CosMic, addrejuv), more NT
system calls trapping, and more dispatch
ing algorithms for ONE-IP. They'd also
December 1998 ;logiii:

like to see SwiFT for distributed objects
(CORBA, DOOM, and JAVA). Finally,
they'd like to integrate SwiFT with other
tools (MSGS) and NTS.

In the Q/A session, someone wanted to
know about availability. The answer
wasn't very clear, but it's under license
and at this point is not very available
(still in progress). People had many ques
tions about the Winmine demo. Huang
made it clear that GDI objects like brush
es can not be captured: there's no way to
understand them outside of a process
space. For the demo, they use window
handles only. Someone wanted to know if
it was possible to save on one machine
and recover on another, as this would be
a very useful feature for load balancing.
The answer is yes, but it has to be exactly
the same type machine with the same
configuration because of memory inter
nals. Someone wanted to know if this
would be able to run more than one

process per server (for example, could
you run thousands of SwiFT-backed
objects on a server?), and could SwiFT
run for days without crashing? The
answer: "We're working on it."

Sess ion: Threads

Summary by Kevin Chipalowsky

A Thread Performance Comparison:
Windows NT and Solaris on a
Symmetric Multiprocessor
Fabian Zabatta and Kevin Ying,
Brooklyn College and CUNY Graduate
S c h o o l

Kevin Ying began by observing that the
cost of multiprocessing equipment has
dropped drastically over the past few
years. A dual-processor IBM SP2 sold for
$130,000 in 1995, and a more powerful
system built with Pentium 11 processors
costs around $13,000 today. With this
much computing power readily available,
mainstream operating systems need to
support multithreading.
Both Windows NT and Solaris support
kernel-level and user-level subprocess

objects of execution. Windows NT calls
its kernel objects "threads" and its user
objects "fibers." The application pro
grammer has complete control over the
scheduling of fibers. Solaris calls its ker
nel objects "Light Weight Processes"
(LWP) and its user objects "threads."
Unlike NT, Solaris provides a user level
library to schedule threads to run on
LWP s .

In their research, Zabatta and Ying per
formed seven experiments to test the rel
ative multiprocessing performance of the
two operating systems. They tested kernel
execution objects in Windows NT only,
but tested bound, unbound, and restrict
ed concurrency level threading in Solaris.
A bound thread in Solaris's user level

library is a single thread that is always
scheduled on a single LWP. An unbound
thread is dynamically scheduled on a
dynamically chosen number of LWPs, but
the concurrency level can be restricted to
a fixed number. In their concurrency
restricted case, Zabatta and Ying limited
the library to four LWPs (CL=4), because
their experimental system had four
processors.

Ying explained that neither operating sys
tem documented a l imi t on the number
of kernel execution objects it could cre
ate. Their first experiment was to discov
er this limit. They found the Windows
NT limit to be around 9800, and the
Solaris limit to be around 2200. The sec
ond experiment tested normal thread
creation speed. They wrote a simple pro
gram to create threads in a loop.
Performance of NT and Solar is bound
threads were very comparable. However,
unbound Solaris threads could be created
much faster. They also tested thread cre
ation speed while the system was under a
heavy load. In this situation, the creation
of all types of Solaris threads was drasti
cally faster than creation of Windows NT
threads. Ying informed us that this could
be expected, because NT gives a higher
priority to threads that have been run
ning for a long time, while Solaris gives a
higher priority to newly created threads.



In the fourth experiment, performance
was measured for an application requir
ing no synchronization. They found no
major differences in running times by
any of the threading models. This led
them to conclude that the Solaris thread

ing library does not significantly affect
performance. Next, they tested perfor
mance in an application making heavy
use of synchronization. Windows NT has
two different types of synchronization
objects. A critical section has local scope,
and a mutex has global scope. Solaris
only has critical sections, but it has a cre
ation flag, which determines scope.
Zabatta and Ying found that Windows
NT critical sections drastically outper
form local Solaris ones. However, global
synchronization objects in Solaris out
perform the global ones in NT. In the
sixth experiment, they tested perfor
mance using the classic symmetric travel
ing salesman problem. The significant
result was an almost linear speedup with
parallelism. All threading models had
very similar performance. The final
experiment attempted to mimic real
world applications with CPU bursts.
They tested each threading model with
drastic CPU bursts and found the
restricted concurrency Solaris threads
slightly outperform the others. Ying
attributed this to Solaris' two-tier system.

Ying concluded by reiterating the scala
bility of each model, the flexibility of
Solaris's design, and the performance
advantages of NT's critical sections.

A System for Structured Hlgh-
P e r f o r m a n c e M u l t i t h r e a d e d

Programming in Windows NT
John Thornley, K. Mani Chandy, and
Hiroshi Ishii, California Institute of
Technology

John Thornley opened by reminding us
of a time-honored idea: multithread pro
grams on multiprocessor computers to
make them run faster. However, the idea
of multithreaded programming has still
had very little impact on mainstream

computing. Thornley asks and tries to
explain why this is so.
In his explanation, there are three types
of obstacles to the widespread adoption
of multithreaded systems: the availability
of symmetric multiprocessing (SMP)
computers, the lack of programming sys
tems, and the difficulty of software devel
opment. Until recently, SMP technology
was been very expensive and rare.
Software tools were always limited. Most
were primitive and the product of acade
mic research. They have always been
unreliable, nonportable, and difficult to
program. Things are changing. SMP
computers are finally becoming cheap
enough for their use to spread beyond
expensive research labs. Commodity
operating systems, notably Windows NT,
support threaded software. Multithreaded
programming, however, remains difficult.
This is the focus of the research Thornley
presented.

Why is programming so tough? Thornley
argues that the problem is a lack of struc
ture. Current tools are designed for sys
tems programming, which is small subset
of all programming that could benefit
from SMP computers. Current synchro
nization operations are also very error-
prone because of their nondeterminism.
These tools are at the level of "goto"
sequential programming. We need struc
tured design techniques, modeled after
tried-and-true sequential techniques. We
need direct control of threads and syn
chronization. We need determinacy
unless explicit nondeterminacy is
required. And we need performance that
is portable across different hardware and
with different background loads.

The authors developed Sthreads, a new
package of tools to deliver this function
ality. The programming model is "multi
threaded program = sequential program
+ pragmas -I- library calls." They claim
that if a programmer follows the rules of
the model, multithreaded execution is
equivalent to sequential execution. This
determinacy has many important conse

quences simplifying software develop
ment. For example, a program designed
for multithreading can be run sequential
ly for debugging.
Sthreads is not a parallelizing compiler.
Their pragmas are not hints; they are
specific directives. They are used around
blocks and "for" loops and indicate the
section of code that should be explicitly
multithreaded. The Sthreads library pro
vides counters to guarantee correct order
of execution, but also provides access to
t rad i t iona l locks fo r nonde te rmin is t i c

programming.

Thornley presented a trivial code exam
ple that multiplies matrices. A pragma
indicating that it should be multithread
ed precedes the outer "for" loop. His sec
ond example was a little more complicat
ed. It sums up arrays of floating point
numbers. Since floating point arithmetic
is not associative, the order of execution
matters. To ensure equivalency to sequen
tial execution, Thornley's example uses a
counter. It guarantees sequential ordering
and mutual exclusion in a section of
code. The use of Sthreads for this exam

ple is far simpler than using the Win32
thread API .

The researchers theorize that this is all

you need to make programs run fast.
They think that hardware and operating
system software are ready for multi
threading of commodity software.
Thornley made the very strong statement
that if multithreaded programming is not
this simple, then it will never become
mainstream. He ended with the following
testimonial. They took a difficult aircraft
route optimization problem and imple
mented a solution using the Sthreads
tools. In the end, their solution running
on an SMP system with four Intel proces
sors outperformed a Cray supercomputer
solving the same problem using an
implementation designed with traditional
programming techniques.
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A Transparent Checkpoint Facility On NT

Johny Srouji, Paul Schuster, Maury
Bach, and Yulik Kuzmin, Intel
Corporation
Paul Schuster and Johny Srouji presented
their research and resulting checkpoint
tool. Checkpointing is the act of captur
ing the complete state of a running
process. Once captured, it can later be
used to resume the process either on the
same machine or be migrated to another.

In the past, many checkpointing tools
have been built for UNIX systems, but
this group began the development of
their tool not knowing of any others for
Windows NT. Given NT's increased usage
over the past few years, they believed that
such a tool was definitely needed.

The motivation for checkpointing is
strong. It is a good way to prevent the
loss of data that is due to the failure of a

long-running process. It can also be used
for debugging, to determine why that
long-running process failed and resulted
in data loss. Most significantly, check
pointing can be used to migrate a process
from one machine to another in a dis
tributed environment, possibly to
improve resource utilization.
There were a number of design goals in
the project. Foremost, it needed to be
transparent to the running application,
so no source code changes could be
required. Obviously, it needed to be cor
rect, but with a minimal performance
impact. It also had to be application-
independent and support multithreaded
processes. The designers tried to make
their implementation as portable as pos
sible, although they discussed only the
NT implementation.

For a checkpoint facility to be correct, it
needs to capture the complete state of a
process. Schuster and Srouji illustrated a
layering of process state components.
User objects, such as memory and thread
contexts, were on the bottom. System
state objects were above those, and GUI
and external state objects were at the very

top. Moving up the layers, the complexity
of capturing state increased. Schuster and
Srouji said they did not even attempt to
capture state for the highest layers. Their
tool is limited to console applications.

It has both a user interface and a devel

oper interface. The user runs an applica
tion using an alternate loader, which con
figures the app to run with automatic
checkpointing. Alternatively, the applica
tion developer can explicitiy control
when checkpointing occurs by using a
provided API.
Schuster and Srouji described the archi
tecture of the checkpoint tool. Their
checkpoint DLL is loaded into the user
memory space by the loader. Its DllMain
is called first, which rewrites the Import
Address Table (IAT). In doing so, it forces
all Win32 API calls to be redirected to

checkpoint DLL functions.
When it is time to perform a checkpoint,
the tool has access to all needed states.
User state is in user memory, and since
the tool is implemented as a DLL run
ning in user memory space, it can direct
ly access it. State associated with system
calls is stored in system memory. The
checkpoint DLL does not have access to
that memory, but it can infer the system's
internal state because it had a chance to
see all system calls.
To resume a process, the checkpoint tool
loads the application suspended. It
rebuilds the state in the reverse order it

captured it. Finally, it releases the applica
tion threads and they runs as if they were
never stopped.

As implemented, Schuster and Srouji's
work has a few limitations. Most relate to
external state, which they cannot control.
If a process creates any temporary files,
they must still exist in their checkpointed
states during resume. Any applications
that bypass the lAT (by using
GetProcAddress, for example) might not
resume correctly. And their tool does not
even attempt to deal with simultaneously
checkpointing multiple processes that

interact. In the future, they plan to con
tinue their research with more optimiza
tions and more comprehensive API sup
port. They hope to improve performance
with incremental memory dumps.
Eventually, they hope to use their check
pointing tool for process migration.
P o s t e r a n d D e m o S e s s i o n

Summary by Michael Panitz
The Poster and Demo session was a pop
ular, well-attended event featuring many
research projects in a wide range of areas,
from dynamic optimization to process
migration to NT-UNIX connectivity. The
session began with the session chair, John
Bennett, inviting project presenters to
give a one-minute summary of their pro
jects. After the summaries, the audience
was free to roam about, conversing both
with the project presenters and among
themselves.

Many of the projects focused on net-
work-related advances. A Bell Labs/
Microsoft team collaborated on a project
that exploited COM's custom mar
shalling ability to run DCOM on RMTP,
a multicast network protocol. A group
from Harvard presented a cluster-based
Web server in which page requests are
preferentially forwarded to specific
nodes, thus significantly increasing per
formance by decreasing the total number
of pages each node is expected to serve.
The Milan/Chime project demonstrated a
distributed shared memory system which
was used to support distributed preemp
tive scheduling (and task migration).
Martin Schulz, from the SMiLE group at
TU-Munich, presented a system for
building a shared memory system, which
supports transparent, cluster-wide mem
ory by exploiting SCI's hardware DSM
support. Finally, the Brazos parallel pro
gramming environment was presented,
which facilitates parallel programming by
offering features such as being able to run
a Brazos program on uniprocessor, SMP,
or clustered computers without recompi-
l a t i o n .
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Two posters dealt with connecting NT to
other systems. Motohiro Kanda presented
a mainframe file system browser, which
allows one to access to file system of a
Hi tach i 7700 ma in f rame f rom Windows
NT. Network Appliance demonstrated a
specialized, multiprotocol file server that
utilizes the SecureShare technology that
was described in the Mixing UNIX and
NT technical session. The main feature of

the NetApp file server was that it sup
ports both UNIX and NT file sharing. It
allows NT clients to access UNIX files
and vice versa, in addition to NT to NT/
UNIX to UNIX access, all without client
m o d i fi c a t i o n .

In a class by itself was SWiFT (not to be
confused with the checkpointing project
NT-Swift), a toolkit to build adaptive sys
tems. The system is based on feedback
control theory, and seeks to apply hard
ware control theory to soft^vare prob
lems. In doing so, it facilitates the use of
modular control components, explicitly
specified performance parameters, and
from there, the automatic, dynamic
reconfiguration of software modules for
good performance despite a changing
e n v i r o n m e n t .

K E Y N O T E A D D R E S S

Buying Computing and Storage
by the Slice
Gary Campbell, Tandem Computers
I n c .

Summary by Dan Mihai Dumltrlu
Gary Campbell gave a compelling argu
ment for cluster technology as a more
scalable and cost-effective replacement
for SMPs, MPPs, and Supercomputers.
He argues that in today's computing
world, SAN (System Area Network) tech
nology has matured to the point where it
is a feasible interconnect for clusters.

Key technologies that must exist in order
for "computing by the slice" to succeed
are: x86 SMP systems, which are very
inexpensive today; balanced PCI; SAN
interconnects such as VI (Virtual

Interface)-based solutions; and parallel
programming standards.
Alternative technologies to clustering are
SMPs, which do not scale indefinitely and
do not have the best price-performance
curve, and CC-nUMA (Cache Coherent
Non-Uniform Memory Access). When
applications start to get broken up on a
nUMA machine, it starts to look more
and more like a cluster. In addition, both
of these technologies have single points
of failure, whereas clusters are architec
turally ready for fault-tolerant features.
The hardware necessary for computing
by the slice is available, but the software
side still needs work. "Legacy" cluster sys
tems - such as Tandem NSK, IBM SP2,
and Digital UNIX - are too difficult to
replicate. More recent products such as
Microsoft's cluster service, affectionately
(?) called "Wolf Pair," do not scale well.
Much work is needed in the software and
the distr ibuted APIs.

Some case studies of "computing by the
slice": The IBM DB2 database running on
2 P6-200MHZ mach ines in terconnected
with ServerNet gets 91% scaling. The
Inktomi Web search engine, which is a
Berkeley NOW derivative, is built out of
150 dual-processor UltraSparc 11
machines connected with Myrinet. This
highly parallel search engine can index
110 million documents and is highly eco
nomical. The Sandia Allegra Model was
originally built on Cray, later on Paragon.
Now it is running on DEC Alpha's inter
connected with Myrinet.

The conclusion was that computing by
the slice offers superior price/perfor
mance, is architecturally ready, has lower
time and cost to market, and is even
gaining ground in traditionally super
computer applications like sparse matrix
computations, and also in commercial
parallel databases. The architecture is
primarily limited by the software. In
the future look for COM+, lava EJB,
and other perhaps more dramatic
developments.

K E Y N O T E A D D R E S S

Here Comes nUMA:
The Revolution in Computer Architecture
and its OS Implications
Forrest Basket, Silicon Graphics Inc.

Summary by Dan Mihai Dumltrlu
Forrest Basket presented an argument for
CC-nUMA (Cache Coherent Non-
Uniform Memory Access). He asserted
that the nUMA archi tecture is inevi table
in today's computing world, and he pre
sented a successful implementation of the
hardware and software.

Basket pointed out some problems that
arise in modern systems: faster buses
must be shorter and run hotter, and
faster CPUs run hotter and so need more
volume for cooling. Using point-to point
wires rather than buses allows you to run
them faster and cooler.

The SGI Origin 2000 is a successful
implementation of CC-nUMA. It has an
integrated nUMA crossbar and a fat-
hypercube interconnect. It has a coher
ence and locality protocol, 64-bit PCI,
and some fault-tolerant features. Each
node in the Origin 2000 has two MIPS
RIOOOO CPUs.

The operating system is Irix 6.5. The
computational and 10 semantics of the
system are the same as for an SMP. For a
small nUMA system an SMP OS will
work, as will SMP applications. Some dis
advantages are additional levels in mem
ory and 10 hierarchy. Even though the
system has a high-performance intercon
nect, latency in memory access is an
issue, as is the contention for resources
between nodes.

According to Basket, in order to optimize
performance of parallel applications, we
want to be able to specify the topology of
the system as well as affinities for devices,
and to be able to do this without modify
ing binaries. Other issues that arise are
page migration between nodes and mem
ory placement policies. Modifications to
the OS kernel are necessary to support
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being able to specify the initial placement
of applications consistent with the user-
specified system topology, replication of
the kernel at boot time, a reverse page
table, and a page locking scheme. System
management is also an issue with
nUMAs. The ability to partition systems
so we can perform administrative shut
down of parts of the system is desirable,
as is a sophisticated batch system that
would enable users to see consistent run

ning times.
SMP and DSM (Distributed Shared
Memory) (cc-nUMA is a variant of
DSM) are displacing vector supercom
puters and MPPs.
Session: Mixing UNIX and NT
Summary by Michael Panitz

Merging NT and UNIX Fllesystem
Permissions

Dave Hitz, Bridget Allison, Andrea
Borr, Rob Hav\/ley, and Mark
Muhlestein, Network Appliance
Dave Hitz presented a fast and witty
overview of the WAFL file system, which
enables network-based file sharing with
both UNIX and NT c l ien ts . Ne twork

Appliance has created a specialized file-
sharing device that uses WAFL to ease file
sharing in a mixed NT/UNIX environ
ment. The three design goals of WAFL
are: to make WinNT/95 users happy by
providing a security model that mimics
NTFS; to keep UNIX users happy by pro
viding a security model that mimics NFS;
and to allow Windows and UNIX users to
share files with each other.

Difficulties arise because UNIX (and its
Network File System, NFS) and NT (and
its Common Internet File System, GIFS)
are fundamentally different, both in secu
rity models and in such aspects as case
sensitivity (NTFS is case-insensitive, NFS
is case-sensitive). NFS uses divides per
missions into (user, group, world), while
GIFS uses Access Control Lists (AGLs).
GIFS uses a connection-based authentica
tion scheme, while NFS is stateless. WAFL

was primarily designed to bridge these
two filesystems in the most secure man
ner possible, while secondarily providing
as intuitive an interaction as possible.

In addition to moderating access to files
based on permissions, a filesystem is
expected to display permissions, to allow
them to modify these permissions when
appropriate, and to be able to specify the
default permissions to assign to a newly
created file. WAFL uses both permission
mapping and user mapping to accom
plish these goals. When a UNIX client
accesses an NT file, access is determined
by UNIX-style permissions that are gen
erated from the ACL via a process called
"permission mapping." These "faked-up"
permissions are guaranteed to be at least
as restrictive as the NT ACL. When an
NT client requests access to a UNIX file,
access is determined by mapping the NT
user to a UNIX account, via a process
called "user mapping." The presentation
argued that this was an effective, direct
way to allow access in a secure, reason
ably intuitive manner.
The presentation finished by touching on
some of the issues surrounding WAFL,
such as how to store NT AGLs, and on
the administrative protocols used by NT.

Pluggable Authentication Modules
for Windows NT

Naomaru Itoi and Peter Honeyman,
University of Michigan
Naomaru Itoi began the presentation
with an anecdote about the mot ivat ion
for creating a Pluggable Authentication
Module (PAM) on NT. At the University
of Michigan there existed authentication
modules for both Kerberos and NetWare.
This was great, but the authors wanted a
module that provided authentication for
both Kerberos and NetWare together; the
only way to accomplish this was to create
a third module. To create this under NT
would have been di fficul t and t ime-con

suming. They wanted an authentication
system would allow the user to log on
once, yet use many services ("single sign-

on"), a system that would be easy to
administer, and a system that would be
relatively easy to develop new authentica
tion modules for. What was wanted was a

dynamic security system for NT, much
like the PAM system that provides
dynamic security for Linux and Solaris.
After explaining why such a system
would be useful, the speaker gave an
overview of PAM, which is a de facto
standard for administration, being part of
Linux, Solaris, and the Gommon Desktop
Environment (GDE), and also being stan
dardized by the IETF. PAM allows for
security (re)configuration via a simple
text file, which allows the administrator
to specify such things as which services
(Kerberos, NetWare, etc.) are required
for, say, a logon attempt, or ftp session;
which are optional; which services should
be logged on to using the login password
the user provides; which should be
logged in to using a password stored in a
password file, etc. PAM also provides a
high-level API for authentication, so that
different services can be wrapped and
then configured without a recompilation.
Itoi outlined a plan of attack by next
explaining GINA, the administrator-
replaceable "Graphical Identification and
Authen t i ca t ion" user au then t i ca t ion com

ponent. GINA enables the administrator
to replace the default user authentication
module with another, but still suffers
from the problem of having to write one
module for the Kerberos service, one for
the NetWare service, and a third for
Kerberos and NetWare. Further, each
module would have to be configured in
its own way, thus making administration
of any significant number of NT
machines nearly impossible. Last, custom
GINA modules require special debugging
tools and the use of difficult techniques,
since GINA is run before anyone logs in.
The plan was to build a custom GINA
that implemented a subset of PAM, so
that NT could be used, administered, and
developed for as easily as the UNIX PAM
systems.
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The design and implementation of PAM,
named NI_PAM, was presented, includ
ing the API supported by NI_PAM; a dia
gram that showed which DLLs replaced
the GINA.dl l and their interact ion was

explained.
Itoi reported that much of PAM has been
successfully implemented, though more
features need to be implemented, and
more testing needs to be done, before a
large-scale rollout can take place. The
presentation concluded with some
thoughts on alternate means of imple
menting PAM on NT, and possible future
directions of the work, such as use of
smartcards and screen saver locks.

Montage - An ActiveX Container for
Dynamic Interfaces
Gordon Woodhull and Steven C.
North, AT&T Laboratories - Research

Montage grew out of an effort to create a
Windows-friendly port of an abstract
graph/network editor from UNIX. The
Windows graph editor would integrate
with Windows applications using ActiveX
(also known as OLE - Object Linking and
Embedding), a runtime, object-oriented
technology. The edges and nodes of the
graph would be embedded objects, and
the application itself would be an embed-
dable ActiveX container, which sounded
easy enough.
Unlike previously available containers.
Montage separates both the layout and
control of the contained objects and the
interface used to control them from the
container. Thus, Montage is actually an
externally controllable object container
that is being used to create a graph appli
cation, Dynagraph. Montage is itself an
embeddable, customizable ActiveX
object, and allows dynamic changes to
the layout of contained objects. Thus,
Montage could be used to display the
current state of a computer network,
unlike something like dotty, which is
used to generate static graphs. All policy
decisions (i.e., which objects should be
placed where, what size should they be.

etc.) are implemented objects indepen
dent of the Montage objects, thus allow
ing one to change the style of layout
without recompiling Montage (unlike an
VB MFC application).

Montage exploits the OCX96 technology
of "transparent controls" to provide for
different modes of interact ion with the

objects. This allows Montage to provide a
"Viewing Mode," in which the user can
view but not change the graph, and an
"Editing Mode," in which the user can
both view and edit the graph. At the same
time, the contained objects themselves
are allowed to request that their proper
ties be set to a certain value. A contained

object could, for example, request to be
moved to point (x, y), and its foreground
color set to blue, or to be brought to the
front. Montage then forwards this request
to the layout control engine, which then
has the option of ignoring the request or
interpreting it if it so chooses. Montage
exploits the new technology of "window-
less controls" to provide for different
modes of interaction with the objects.
This allows Montage to provide a
"Viewing Mode" in which the user can
view but not change the graph, and an
"Editing Mode," in which the user can
both view and edit the graph.

The presentation included an impressive
live demo, which showed embedding a
Word snippet into Montage, and then
embedding a Montage graph into Word.

Session: Networking and
Distributed Systems
Summary by Hui Qin Luo

SecureShare : Sa fe UNIX /Windows F i le

Sharing through Multiprotocol Locking
Andrea J. Borr, Network Appliance,
I n c .

Dennis Chapman, who made the presen
tation for author Andrea Borr, employed
illustrative examples to demonstrate the
capabilities of SecureShare. SecureShare
is Network Appliance's solution to multi
protocol file sharing between two differ

ent file systems, UNIX's Network File
System (NFS) and the Windows
Common Internet File System (CIFS) or
"(PC)NFS."
SecureShare is a Multiprotocol Lock
Manager providing file-sharing capabili
ties between UNIX clients using NFS and
Windows clients using CIFS without vio
lating data integrity. CIFS has hierarchi
cal locking and mandatory locking func
tionality that requires file-open and lock
retrieval before performing any opera
tions such as reading, writing, or byte
range locks. Unlike CIFS, UNIX's NFS
has a nonhierarchical, file-open deficient
and advisory locking mechanism. Its has
no predeclarative functionality that speci
fies the kind of access mode it needs to a
file. Therefore, these differences make file
sharing between the mixed network envi
ronment difficult, if not impossible.
SecureShare's main selling point is the
preservation of multiprotocol data
integrity by reconciling the locking
mechanisms and file-open semantics
between the two different file systems,
and multiprotocol oplock ("opportunistic
locks") management involving oplock
requests from NFS to CIFS oplock break.
CIFS opportunistic locks (with the excep
tion of level II oplocks) represent the
equivalent of a file open with Read-
Write/Deny-All access mode. However,
access attempts by other clients (using
either CIFS or NFS) to the oplocked file
can cause the server to revoke the oplock
through an oplock break protocol. The
client who obtained the oplock gains the
advantages of read-ahead on the open
file, cache write operations to files, and
cache lock requests. In this way, the net
work traffic to the file server is mini
mized. Chapman discussed the oplock
break protocol in a mixed CIFS and NFS
envi ronment . When another c l ient wishes
to access the file, the client's request is
suspended. Afterwards, an oplock break
message is sent to the operating system of
the CIFS client holding the oplock. The
client operating system can close the file
and pipe all the changes of the file stored
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in the cache to the file server. It can also

pipe all the cached changes and remove
all the read-ahead data. It then transmits
a reply to the fileserver acknowledging
the break.

One of the concerns brought up in the
Q/A session was the handling of a situa
tion in which a client fails to respond to
the oplock bread request sent by the serv
er due to attempted access to the
oplocked file by NFS. Chapman claimed
that there is an automatic session timeout
on the oplock held by the client's operat
ing system, which, if triggered, automati
cally relinquishes the stale batch oplock.

Session: Networking and
Distributed Systems
Summary by: Hui Qin Luo

Harnessing User-Level Networking
Architectures for Distributed Object
Computing over High Speed Networks
Rajesh S. Madukkarumukumana,
Intel Corp.; Calton Pu, Oregon
G r a d u a t e I n s t i t u t e o f S c i e n c e a n d

Technology; Hemal V. Shah, Intel
Corp.
The introduction of high-performance
user-level networking architectures such
as Virtual Interface (VI) lays the ground
work for improving the performance of
distributed object systems. This presenta
tion by Rajesh Madukkarumukumana
examined the potential of custom object
marshalling using VI, along with issues
involved in the overall integration of
user-level networking into high-level
applications.

Component-based software like
Distributed Component Object Model
(DCOM) uses remote procedure call
(RFC) mechanisms to facilitate distrib
uted computing. Although distributed
computing has matured over time, the
protocols that are relied on to transport
data have remained virtually unchanged,
hindering the overall performance of net
works such as SANs (System Area
Networks). The low-latency of user-level

architectures provides an attractive solu
tion to the problem in SAN environ
men ts . Madukka rumukumana chose to
use DCOM and \T as the subjects of his
research. He presents his methodology in
integrating the VI based transport and a
preliminary analysis of the performance
results.

The VI architecture provides the illusion
that each process owns the network;
many performance bottlenecks are
bypassed, including the operating system,
to achieve this low latency, high band
width connection. At the heart of the
standard lies two queues for each process,
one for sending data, the other for receiv
ing it; the queues contain descriptors that
state the work that needs to be done.
Prior to data transfer operations, a
process called memory registration is
performed, allowing the user process to
attach physical addresses to virtual ones.
Unique memory regions are referenced
by these address pairs, eliminating any
further bookkeeping. Two data transfer
operations are accounted for - the
standard send/receive operations, and
Remote DMA (RDMA) read/write
operations.
DCOM is a network version of COM,
used for the development of component
software. The network extensions in

DCOM allow for all objects to be
addressed the same way, hiding their
location. Encoding and decoding data for
transfer is called marshalling and unmar-
shalling, respectively; the process of mar
shalling and unmarshalling creates a stub
object in the server process, and a proxy
object in the client process. Basically,
three types of marshalling are used, but
the one tha t Madukkarumukumana d is
cussed is custom marshalling: it allows
for the object to dynamically choose how
its interface pointers are marshalled.

In order for VI to do its job, the interface
that DCOM uses to generate the stub and
proxy, referred to as IMarshal, has to be
exposed. Specialization in the object
implementation is used to expose the

IMarshal interface. By exposing the para
meters of the IMarshal interface, new
methods can be written to make use
of the VI send and receive queues.
Information can therefore be sent using
the VI standard, instead of the old UDP

protocol. Since VI guarantees a certain
quality of the signal transferred over a
line, much of the overhead and interrupts
involved in UDP is el iminated.

In discussing the results of his research,
Madukkarumukumana s ta ted tha t l a ten

cy in the signal (for one-way transfer)
dropped by about 30% to 60% in some
cases, even only under VI emulation. The
existence of core VI hardware provides a
further dramatic increase in perfor
mance, and an even greater performance
boost may be expected if new procedures
catering to distributed computing sys
tems are implemented within VI (results
forthcoming).

Implementing IPv6 for Windows NT
Richard P. Draves, Microsoft
Research; Allison Mankin, University
of Southern California; Brain D. Zill,
Microsoft Research
This presentation focused on the imple
mentation and design details of IPv6 for
Windows NT as well as the common pit
falls/challenges encountered in the
process. IPv6 is the next generation
Internet Protocol (IP) worked by the
IETF. The major driver behind it and
some of its key features were briefly men
tioned in the paper; however, anyone new
to IPv6 who wishes to know more about
its history and the IPv6 specification
should consult the relevant RFC docu
ments referenced in the paper.

The presentation started with an excel
lent overview of the Windows NT net

working architecture and how the IPv6
protocol stack can be/is integrated into it.
This was followed by a high-level
overview of the presenters' IPv6 imple
mentat ion and some discussions of four

challenges/issues encountered and the
specific solution used. The presentation
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ended with some notes on the implemen
tation's performance.
The segment on NT networking internals
was very informative, especially for
novices. The details on the interfaces

(documented or undocumented) and
protocols presented, along with the help
ful references mentioned in the paper,
will prove useful for anyone trying to
implement a different network protocol
stack for NT and even for Windows 95

(due to similar network architectures).
The integration of IPv6 into this net
working architecture was also highlight
ed. Mainly, a Winsock DLL module was
added to provide user-level socket func
tionality for IPv6 addresses, and a new
TCPIP protocol driver to replace the
IPv4. The implementation was "single
stack," supporting only IPv6, and though
not efficient was useful in isolating prob
lems in the IPv6 stack during testing. The
logical layout of the implementation was
divided into three layers similar to IPv4 -
the link layer, the network layer (IP), and
the transport or upper layer which
includes protocols such as TCP, UDP, and
I C M P.

Four noteworthy problems and their
implemented solutions were discussed.
They range from inefficiencies in lower-
level network device handlers during a
receive cycle to deadlock avoidance
issues.

Performance measurements for the

implementation were taken using TCP
throughput as the indicator metric and
compared to the IPv4 stack. Results pre
sented showed marginal performance
degradation with the IPv6 stack (2.5%
over lOMb/s LAN), and somewhat higher
than expectations (1.4% based on
increased IPv6 header length). This is to
be expected, as the developers never
intended this to be an optimized imple
mentation, but rather as a base for fur
ther research and to give Microsoft the
push for a product release in the future.
Whether we will see better performance
results in Microsoft's official product

implementation of IPv6 is still to be
determined. Comparative performance
measurements against other IPv6 imple
mentations (Solaris, Digital Unix, BSD
variants etc.) were left out. The metric of
comparing each implementation's relative
performance to its IPv4 counterparts can
be used as an indicator. Direct IPv6 TCP

throughput comparisons might not be
fruitful because of differences in the 0/S
architecture each implementation was
targeted for, unless IPv4 performance was
similar across these platforms. Source
code size comparisons were done against
another publicly available IPv6 imple
mentation (INRIA IPv6).

"Great sample code" is available at
<http://research.microsoft.com/msripv6> for
anyone who wishes to dabble in Windows
NT network protocol development or
have a starting code base for further IPv6
research and experimentation. A more
full-fledged release with security, authen
tication, and mobility support is expected
to be available in the future.

Session: Real-time Scheduling
Summary by Jason Pettiss

A Soft Real-time Scheduling Server on
W i n d o w s N T

Chih-han Lin, Hao-hua Chu, and
Klara Nahrstedt, University of Illinois

Hao-hua Chu spoke about his group's
implementation of a software realtime
CPU scheduler for Windows NT. NT
schedules applications indiscriminately
based on multi-user time-sharing.
Multimedia performs poorly under these
conditions, especially if non-time-sensi
tive-conscious but CPU-hungry tasks like
compilation are occurring in the back
ground. The scheduling server is a dae
mon from which applications can request
and acquire periodic processing time.

The scheduler requires no kernel modifi
cations, uses the rate monotonic algo
rithm, supports multiple processors
(SMP model), and provides guarantees
for timeshare processes so that they aren't

starved by realtime tasks. Chu says there
is "reasonable" performance at this point,
the main problem being limited overrun
protection due to the fact that the sched
uler itself is a process and sometimes isn't
woken up on time by NT.

The architecture consists of a broker,
which handles reservation requests,
builds a dispatch table, and fills the avail
able slots of the table. The dispatcher is
in charge of reading the table and
responding appropriately. The dispatch
table is configurable for the number of
processors, the number of available slots,
and the time-slice of slots. Dispatching
occurs by changing the thread and
process priority of participating applica
tions between idle and highest priority
realtime (1-31).

To test, Chu's team used a dual Pentium
200 with 96 MB RAM (an HP Vectra
XU). Time-slice was set to 20ms. They
ran two processes running MPEG
decoders at FPS, one Visual C+-I- compi
lation of the MPEG decoder, and four
processes running computations of sine
and cosine tables. Dispatch latency
worked out to be about 640 microsec

onds, which was longer than they would
have liked, but not too large to disrupt
scheduling. Performance of the two time-
sensitive processes was improved, Chu
noted .

The main problem, reiterated Chu, was
that NT sometimes did not wake up the
dispatcher on time. Also, the dispatcher,
being an NT process itself, cannot pre
empt real-time processes. This means
there is weak overrun protection. The
provided NT timers weren't accurate
enough, so they are using a Realtime
Extension (RTX) by Venturcom to get
under 1ms resolut ion.

They have much future work planned.
Support is planned for varying processing
time per period and for a process service
class, similar to ATM traffic classes. They
hope to run conformance tests. Also, they
would like to adapt a multimedia decoder
to increase reservation or decrease quality
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as necessary. An additional feature, prob
ing and profiling, could be added to fig
ure out how much processing time to
reserve on a per-application basis.

Vassal: Loadable Scheduler Support for
Multi-Policy Scheduling
George M. Candea, Oracle
Corporation: Michael B. Jones,
Microsoft Research
George Candea presented Vassal, a system
that utilizes loadable schedulers to enable
multi-policy, application-specific sched
uling on Windows NT. He led off with
the example of a speaker late for a pre
sentation (an application) that knows
where it needs to be and when, and a cab
driver (the OS) that can get him there on
time i f he can communicate with him.
Windows NT is more like a cab driver
who hasn't learned English yet - the
operating system multiplexes the CPU
among tasks, unaware of their individual
scheduling needs.
Since no single algorithm is good enough
for all task mixes, explained Candea, a
compromise would be to hardcode more
than one scheduling policy into the ker
nel. But even better would be a dynami
cally extensible set of policies, made pos
sible by separating policy (scheduling)
from mechanism (dispatching). This lets
a developer concentrate on coding policy.
It also would allow different applications
to communicate with their preferred pol
icy to bargain for scheduling time.
Custom schedulers are special Windows
NT drivers that coexist with the default
NT scheduler, and which should have
negligible impact on global performance.
Candea then reviewed the current state of
Windows NT scheduling. The basic
schedulable unit is the thread, which
acquires CPU time based on priority lev
els of two classes: variable, which uses a
dynamic priority round-robin, and real
time, which uses a fixed priority round-
robin. Interrupts and deferred procedure
calls (DPCs) have precedence over
threads, so scheduling predictability is

limited. Scheduling events are triggered
by: the end of a thread quantum, priority
or affinity changes, transition to wait
state, or a thread waking up.
NT timers use the hardware abstraction

layer (HAL), which provides the kernel
with a periodic timer of variable resolu
tion. Candea noted that most HALs have
resolution between 1 and 15 ms, but
some HALs are worse than others - some

can be set to only powers of two, while
others are fixed at 10 ms. This is certainly
another limitation to scheduling with any
policy under NT.
Vassal separates policy from mechanism.
While the NT scheduler consists of

thread dispatch and a default scheduler.
Vassal consists of many schedulers (poli
cy modules) arranged hierarchically and
a separate dispatch module in charge of
preempting and awakening threads.
Standard NT policies remain in the ker
nel so that applications with no special
needs are handled as usual.

The schedulers register decision making
routines with the dispatcher. The dis
patcher invokes these when scheduling
events occur. Threads can communicate
with schedulers to request services. These
new features require some interface mod
ifications, with the addition of three sys
tem calls.

As proof-of-concept, the Vassal team
implemented a sample scheduler that can
be loaded in addition to the default NT

policy. The sample allows threads to get
scheduled at application-specified time
instances, which is simplistic, Candea
admitted, but demonstrates potential for
more interesting time-based policies.

Minimal NT kernel changes were
required: they added 188 lines of C code,
added 61 assembly instructions, and
replaced 6 assembly instructions. The
scheduler itself was only 116 lines of C
code, required no assembly language, and
they only needed to code policy.
Performance results showed that it was
no slower if no specialized scheduler was

loaded, and there was only 8% overhead
with their untuned prototype. Results
showed that with the special scheduler,
the predictability of periodic wakeup
times significantly improved, and there
were no longer early wakeups. There were
a few slightly late wakeups (still less late
than without the prototype loaded), and
these were caused by unscheduled events
such as interrupts and DPCs.

Candea emphasized the Vassal take-
homes are that it demonstrates the viabil
ity and positive impact of loadable sched
ulers, and that it frees the OS from antici
pating all possible application scheduling
requirements. It also encourages interest
ing research in this area by making it easy
to develop and test new policies, and
doesn't adversely affect the OS.

Some related work is Solaris, which maps
scheduling decisions onto a global priori
ty space; extensible OS work like Spin,
Exokernal, or Vino, and hierarchical
schedulers l i ke UTAH CPU or UIUC
Windows NT Sof t Real-Time scheduler.

Many questions followed. Someone sug
gested that two different schedulers must
be compatible or there will be trouble.
Candea agreed that this was an interest
ing problem that could be solved by
allowing schedulers to talk to each other
and "negotiate" or to use their descrip
tions and decide if a conflict will occur.
Another question was that a driver has
limited visibility into the NT kernel, and
does this affect the power of a scheduler?
The answer is yes, ideally these special
drivers would be able to see into the ker
nel data structures for real power. The
moderator asked what can be done about
predicting DPCs and interrupts. Candea
didn't think that was necessary, noting
that these are best left to perform their
crucially important tasks when they
need to.

<http://pdos.lcs.mit.edu/~candea/research.html>
<http://research.microsoft.com/~mbj>
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S e s s i o n : N T F u t u r e s

Tom Phillips and Felipe Cabrera,
Microsoft Corporation

Summary by Kevin Chipalowsky
Felipe Cabrera and Tom Phillips demon
strated the upcoming Windows NT 5.0
operating system and the NT Services
for UNIX add-on. The two-hour sess ion
was very open, informal, and at times
emotional for some in the audience.
Microsoft gave a presentation while
inviting just about any type of question
regarding the future of their flagship
operating system. Cabrera and Phillips
fielded very spirited questions and
c o m m e n t s .

Phillips began his NT 5.0 presentation by
describing its new support for upgrading
from Win 9x. The setup program first
scans a system for compatibility before
installing anything. It will now migrate
applications as part of the upgrade
process, using plug-ins to support third-
party software. The system configuration
is also preserved during the transition to
N T .

Next, Cabrera talked about the new vol
ume-management infrastructure. The
new version of Windows NT wil l have

many new storage management features.
In most cases, hard-drive partitions can
be manipulated without requiring a
reboot. For example, partition size can
grow and shrink dynamically. There are
also new security features, such as a reli
able "change" journal and file encryption.
In response to a question about the type
of encryption, Cabrera explained that it
uses public key cryptography and is
designed to prevent thieves from examin
ing data on a stolen laptop.
Cabrera also talked about the new file-
based services sported by NT 5.0. It pro
vides a new content indexing tool, which
can be used to search for files based on
their content instead of just their file
name. It tracks common types of embed
ded file links and updates them when a
data file is moved to a different volume

or even a different machine. There is also
a new automated recovery system to
revive a computer that otherwise will
not boot.

The speakers then presented NT Services
for UNIX. Microsoft developed it in
response to the growing adoption of NT
by previous UNIX users. It will be avail
able for Windows NT 4.0 with Service
Pack 3 for S149 per client. It is in beta,
and anyone interested in being a beta
tester should email <gregsu@microsoft.com>
with "sfubeta" as the subject.

NT Services for UNIX wil l make an NT
machine feel more like a UNIX one. It
allows users to access NFS partitions like
any NTFS of FAT partition. A new Telnet
client and server are also included, so
administrators can remotely Telnet into a
Windows NT system and run console-
based applications. Microsoft has licensed
a Korn shell implementation and a few
dozen fami l ia r UNIX too ls f rom MKS.
The audience loudly applauded this part
of the presentation.

Next, Cabrera and Phillips revealed stor
age features; the new Microsoft
Management Console (MMC) was the
center of attention. It is a management
container that provides Microsoft and
third-party developers the opportunity to
plug in software to manage just about
anything.
The first demonstrat ion was of RAID 5.0

support. One hard drive of a stripe vol
ume was removed and later plugged back
into the system. Although the underlying
file system seemed to handle the inten
tional fault, MMC simply crashed and
the computer needed a reboot. After this
small setback, the demo moved on.

Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM)
is another feature new to NT 5.0. It
makes use of the observation that the
most commonly used files are usually the
most recently used files. When a hard-
drive partition becomes full, the filesys-
tem offloads older files to a tape backup
system to make free hard-drive space

available. Although Microsoft is not the
first to attempt to build HSM support
onto NT, they believe they will be the
most successful. They have complete con
trol over the operating system and can fix
all of the related utilities that would oth
erwise have difficulty with the extremely
long latency that results from trying to
open certain files.

Networking in NT 5.0 has also received
an overhaul. As with volume manage
ment, most network configuration
changes can now be made without
rebooting the system. Microsoft also
claims an improved programmable net
work infrastructure. The TCP/IP stack is
also enhanced; it runs faster and supports
security and QoS protocols.

Large Installation
System Administration
of Windows NT
Conference
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
ugust 8-8,1998

I N V I T E D T A L K

Windows Management Roadmap
Nikhll Joshi and Tom Phillips,
Microsoft Corporation

Summary by John Holmwood
This talk, which was intended to provide
a roadmap of the changes Microsoft is
making to the manageability of Windows
NT, was broken into two parts. Tom
Phillips talked about the Windows
Management Architecture (WMA) and
Nikhil loshi discussed the NT File System
(NTFS).

The WMA provides the management
framework and structure to assist system
administrators in managing Windows
NT. It includes the suite of applications
formerly called Web Based Environment
Management (WBEM). It is based on the
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Windows Management Instrumentation
(WMI) object model. Phillips demon
strated several applications that use the
W M I :

Disk performance. Phillips demonstrated
the WMI object model using a script pro
gram developed by Computer Associates.
He noted that supporting the WMI inter
faces is a requirement for getting device
drivers certified for NT 5.

Microsoft management console. Phillips
demons t ra ted the Common User
Interface in the new management con
sole. He noted that it was possible to
group tools appropriate for a particular
management function, such as database
management, and save the tool set so that
the administrators will have a specific set
of tools appropriate to their function.

Windows Scripting Host. Phillips demon
strated the new scripting architecture,
Windows Scripting Host, by resetting all
network adapters in a sub-net without
using the GUI. This demo drew cries of
"about t ime" from the audience.

Automatic software installation. Using the
new Policy Manager, Phillips created a
policy to have an application automati
cally upgraded on a user's desktop. He
used the Active Directory to find the file
share that contained the new application.
When he logged on as that user, the new
application was automatically down
loaded to the workstation. This drew

questions regarding license management
and network bandwidth requirements,
which he dodged.

At this point, Nik Joshi took over the pre
sentation. He provided some historical
background on the evolution of
Microsoft filesystems, then talked about
the new NTFS. The biggest news was the
changes between NT 5 and NT 4 NTFS.
The NT 5 installation process converts
the old NTFS to the new one automati

cally. Once the file system has been con
verted, it cannot be converted back to
the NT 4 version. This means that the NT
5 NTFS should not be used on a dual

boot (NT 4/NT5) computer. NT 5 should
be installed on a separate machine.

NT 5 has incorporated the Veritas Logical
Disk Manager and Eastman HSM, as well
as file encryption and disk quotas. Joshi
provided three demonstrations:
Volume manager. Joshi first demonstrated
the Disk Manager application. The capa
bilities will be familiar to any UNIX sys
tem administrator; all the Unices I know
now include the Veritas Logical Disk
Manager. However, judging by the audi
ence reaction, NT sysadmins will appreci
ate the functionality.

Plug and play. Joshi demonstrated the
new plug and play capabilities by
installing a PCMCIA NIC into his laptop
while it was running. The system detect
ed the new card and loaded the correct
drivers and protocol stack automatically.
It simply worked before our eyes.

Resource Kit. In order to demonstrate the

tool set incorporated into the NT 5
Resource Kit, Joshi demonstrated the
Nettest tool, which he characterized as

Ipconfig on steroids. Microsoft has done
significant work to make the Resource Kit
easier to use.

R E F E R E E D P A P E R S

Session: Management and
Moni tormg
Summary by Chris Barnash

Patch32: A System for Automated Client
OS Updates
Gerald Carter, Auburn University

Patch32 was created to "provide for com
pletely automated, remotely administered
updates to Microsoft's 32 bit operating
systems." In addition, the goals for
Patch32 included the ability to support
Windows 95 and Windows NT wi th the
same update method, and the ability to
provide an update method that is free.
The Patch32 system is made up of two
main components, the server and the
client. The server in Carter's implementa

tion consists of Samba running on a
Sparc Ultra 170. On this server is a share
that provides a central location for the
distribution of client updates. The client
side of Patch32 consists of a Perl for
Win32 script, which is executed by the
client during the boot process.

The Patch32 Perl script is charged with
several tasks. First, it determines what
version of the operating system is run
ning on the client. On the basis of this
information, it determines the location of
the patches on the server, and the method
of installation. (The installation method
differs between Windows 95 and
Windows NT.) Next, it parses a file con
taining a list of patches stored on the
server to determine which patches are
available for installation. For each patch
in the list, the Patch32 Perl script queries
the client's registry to determine if the
patch is already installed. If it is not
installed, it installs the patch, othenvise it
continues down the list. Upon comple
tion, a message is displayed providing
informat ion on the instal lat ion. I f the
client is Windows 95, the patches will
take effect after the next reboot. If the
client is Windows NT, the Resource Kit's
shutdown utility is used to reboot the
system.

Documentat ion and source code for
Patch32 can be found at

<http://www.eng.fsu.edu/users/cartegw/Patcli32>.

Monitoring Utilization in an NT
Works ta t i on Lab

Paul Kranenburg, Erasmus University,
R o t t e r d a m

Paul Kranenburg discussed his solution
for monitoring usage in the computer
labs at Erasmus University - a Windows
NT utmp service.

The utmp service relies on NT's built-in
auditing features to document LOGON
and LOGOFF events. Specifically, SUC
CESSFUL LOGON and SUCCESSFUL
LOGOFF events are used to identify
when a particular computer is being
used .
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The data gathered by the utmp service
can be used in one of two ways. Short-
term data provides for immediate notifi
cation of computers that may be down.
An on-screen map displays all of the
workstat ions with color codes that ident i

fy the status of the computers. A kiosk
showing this map is also set up at the
entrance of the labs to assist in finding
available computers. The long-term data
statistics can be graphed to provide uti
lization reports, which in turn are used to
determine i f the current number of
workstations is sustaining the needs of
the department.

The author can be reached at

<kranenburg®few.eur.nl>.

I N V I T E D TA L K S

Summaries by John Holmwood

Windows NT - A New 0/S that

Architecturally Isn't so New
Mark Russinovich, Systems Internals

Mark Russinovich maintains the Systems
Internals Web site, a resource for
Windows NT and Windows 9x ut i l i t ies .
He is also the author of the NT Internals
column in Windows NT magazine.
Russinovich opened his presentation with
a short history of the development of
UNIX and Windows NT, and then com
pared the core services of Windows NT
and UNIX. (Russinovich carefully point
ed out that he was talking about the NT
exec, not the Win32 APIs that are layered
on top of the exec, and that he was talk
ing about UNIX in general, not any spe
cific implementation.) The areas of com
parison were:
Architecture overview. The main architec
tural difference is that UNIX does not
have a HAL. Windows NT is so much like
VMS that it is possible to follow what NT
is doing internally by using the VMS
internals documentation. He provided a
Rosetta Stone for translating VMS docu
m e n t a t i o n t o N T .

Namespace. The Object Manager defines
NT's namespace. This makes the name
space uniform. The UNIX namespace is
defined in terms of the filesystem. It
doesn't need an Object Manager.
Russinovich believes the NT method is

superior.
Process management. NT process manage
ment includes processes, threads, and a
scheduler. The NT kernel mode is fully
preemptive. In this category, the Unices
vary significantly. A UNIX process is sim
ilar to an NT file handle. The kernel is

cooperatively preemptive.

Memory Management. NT and UNIX are
simi lar here.

Security. Both NT and UNIX are rated C2
secure systems. NT uses ACLs, users, and
groups. The groups are nestable. There
are about 20 different privileges. Security
is handled by the Object Manager. UNIX
has a simpler security model based on
Users and Groups. ACLs have been added
to some versions. Security is applied to
files. This difference is due to the differ
ences noted in the namespace section.

Synchronization and IPC. Similar.
Russinovich moved over this area quickly.

I/O. NT I/O is centered around the file

object. This allows a layered driver archi
tecture that can support asynchronous
operations including hardware interrupt
support. Plug and play capability is com
ing in NT 5. UNIX I/O is centered
around vnode/ inodes. Trad i t iona l I /O is

synchronous. Some versions have split
interrupts to support asynchronous
e v e n t s .

File disk cache. NT has a single global
cache. The virtual file cache is mapped
into the kernel memory cache. UNIX
uses disk block cache. Some of the newer
versions use the same cache model as NT.

Networking. Lots of interfaces, lots of
protocols. The difference is the layered
model in NT. Only streams are layered in
U N I X .

Integrated database. NT has a
Configuration Manager Registry. UNIX
uses config files.

Extensibility. In NT, all drivers are
dynamic. There is a rich set of operating
system APIs for drivers. The layered I/O
allows drivers to add functionality. UNIX
supports dynamically loaded extensions.
The degree of operating system support
services varies from very limited to a set
approaching those provided by NT.

Portability. In terms of CPUs supported,
UNIX is available on everything. NT is
only available on x86 and Alphas.
Russinovich finished his presentation by
tackling the question, "Which is better -
UNIX or NT." He put up charts of pub
lished Specweb and TCP-C benchmarks.
His conclusion was that NT is as good as
UNIX for smal l - to medium-sized servers
and will get better in the larger-server
space over time.

NT 5.0 Migration Strategies
a t M i c r o s o f t

Curtis Cummings, Microsoft
Corporation
Curtis Cummings is responsible for IT
support at Microsoft. He started work on
Windows NT when it was the Cairo pro
ject. He is responsible for the rollout of
NT 5 at Microsoft, which runs its entire
company on Windows NT. He has 150
NT servers running the Beta 1 NT 5 soft
ware. The talk included a great deal of
light banter between the speaker and the
audience. Todd Needham of Microsof t
fielded marketing questions for
Cummings. Since Curt had a microphone
and Todd didn't, this occasionally gave
the impression of Curt acting as Todd's
p u p p e t .

Cummings started his talk by describing
the Internal Technology Group's (ITG)
environment, noting that his clients run
"dog food," Microsoft's term for Alpha
code. Two years ago, Microsoft didn't use
DNS internally. In response to a question
from the audience, Cummings noted that
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only his new administrators use the
Microsof t GUI in ter face to DNS.

Everyone else uses the command line
inter face.

He then described issues in migrating to
NT 5 using the ITG experience as an
example.
Use what you ve got. Most of your infra
structure can continue to be used. You
will probably have to beef up the server
hardware. Cummings shared the ITG
Network Plan to test NT 5 RAS services.
When asked if Microsoft would be shar
ing the results of the ITG test, Todd stat
ed that they would be publishing their
acceptance test criteria.
Pick a migration approach. Cummings
described ITG's migration plan in detail.
The schedule has slipped. His slides
showed ITG's rollout completing by the
end of 1998. This has been changed to
coincide with the official release of
Windows NT 5. They plan is to have all
of their servers using NT 5 in production
when NT 5 is officially released.

Namespace design. Cummings devoted a
quite a bit of time to the new DNS-like
domain structure that Microsoft has set

up for NT 5. He believes this is one of the
biggest changes for people who are used
to WINS.

Tools. According to Cummings, the
Microsoft Management Console (MMC)
is "a way cool tool." On the other hand,
he uses SMS because he is not given any
other choice. ITG had to build their own
tools for managing NT 5. The MMC
gives them a consistent interface for the
tools they developed. Microsoft sent the
ITG staff to Perl courses, and now most
of their internal tools are written in Perl.
There was a lot of support for an audi
ence request to have access to the ITG
too ls .

Policy manager. Cummings believes that
the policy manager in NT 5 is a "big
deal" for the support staff in terms of
both administrative support for it and

planning and definition of appropriate
policies.

Planning your Infrastructure. Cummings
talked about how to plan your server
infrastructure. Bandwidth requirements
will be the major issue. There was a sug
gestion from the audience that ITG
should do its bandwidth testing on the
India link (ITG's slowest link, 64KB).

Migration Order. Microsoft's migration
order looks backward; they're doing the
most critical components first. This is
required to initiate the new services.
Their fallback position is "God help us!"

Security. A member of the audience from
MIT confirmed that Microsoft is working
closely with MIT to make Microsoft's
Kerberos interoperate with the standard
implementation.

Bringing the "Real" Internet to
W i n d o w s N T

Bo Ahlberg, Metalnfo, Inc.
Bo Ahlberg was the chief technology offi
cer at Metalnfo. Metalnfo has ported the
IETF reference version of BIND and
sendmai l to Windows NT. Meta lnfo was

recently acquired, and Ahlberg is not
staying with the new organization. He
noted that the engineer who actually did
the port wasn't allowed to do the presen
tation, so we were stuck with him. His
talk was subtitled "Making NT into a Real
'Forking' OS."
The first third of this talk was on the gen
eral problems Metalnfo encountered in
porting UNIX applications to NT: a fork
is not a thread, a file descriptor is not a
handle, there are no common tools, and
a daemon is not a service.

He then briefly described porting tactics:

Start from the beginning and design with
the other archi tecture in mind.

Fix what you've got; this teaches you your
design weaknesses.

Starting over is sometimes cheaper than
using what you've got; you can design in
portability.

In the final section of the talk Ahlberg
described the port of BIND and sendmail
- or, more accurately, the mistakes, the
successes, and the lessons learned.

BIND. They created a service wrapper for
BIND to make it fit the NT architecture,
and modified the error code to use the
Event Log. This allowed the BIND dae
mon to run as a child process. The
lessons learned were that NT-ifying
UNIX code is wrong; maintaining com
patibility with the "owner" of the code is
a "good thing";you shouldn't mix MFC
with services; and sometimes it's easier to
fix the environment than it is to fix the

p r o g r a m .

sendmail. Sendmail would not work
without a fork architecture, which NT
didn't have. After several tries, the project
team created a fork environment for NT.

Ahlberg ran out of time before compet
ing all of his slides. He rushed through
the conclusion that it is possible to port
UNIX applications to NT but the work
needs to be planned and scoped very
carefully; then you need to "UNIX-ify"
NT, not the reverse.

P A N E L

Windows NT Tips and Tricks
Robert O'Brien, Microsoft
Corporation; Brian O'Neil, Mike Wei,
and Andie O'Brien, Collective
Technologies

Summary by Chris Barnash
The Windows NT graphical user interface
often leads system administrators to
believe that it is impossible to run head
less, remotely managed, NT servers. But
according to Robert O'Brien, it is possible
to deploy NT servers in this fashion.
O'Brien's talk, entitled "Windows NT
Lights Out Operation," focused on the
setup and update of remotely managed
NT servers. O'Brien outlined five major
steps for deployment: (1) Choose a sys
tem console solution. Several hardware

vendors, such as Compaq, DEC, HP, and
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Intel, offer Integrated Remote Console
Boards. (2) Choose a telnet/secure shell
solution. Microsoft is working on
Services for UNIX, which will include
this. Also, several third-party vendors
offer telnet/secure shell services, includ
ing Seattle Lab and DataFellows. (3)
Choose a remote Win32 solution, such
as Carbon Copy (Compaq), PCAnywhere
(Symantec), Remote Possible (CA
Associates), and Virtual Network
Computing (ORL). (4) Develop an
OEM-unattended installation process.
Two options exist for this step. Microsoft
has developed a process for unattended
installs, which can be found at
<http;//www.microsoft.com/ntworkstation/ntwnew/
info/deployguicle.htm>. The other option is to
use a disk cloning technique, like Ghost.
(5) Choose a network management/mon
itoring solution. This can be accom
plished with Microsoft Systems
Management Server, Tivoli, Computer
Associates Unicenter TNG, or Hewlett
Packard OpenView.

O'Brien's paper on the Windows NT
Lights Out Operation, slides from the
presentation, and tools to assist adminis
trators with deployment can be found at
<ftp://ftp.msftlabs.com/loop>. Additional
information on Windows NT manage
ment can be found at

<fittp;//www.microsoft.com/management>.
Br ian O'Nei l d iscussed Windows NT
Terminal Server, a redesign of Windows
NT Server backend that supports thin
clients. Windows NT Terminal Server can
provide the use of Windows NT on
cl ients that cannot run Windows NT. The
idea is very similar to Xterms in the
UNIX world. Thin clients (such as a 386)
can run the Windows GUI wi thout the
need to actually run the full-blown
Windows NT on the desktop. More infor
mat ion on Windows NT Termina l Server
can be found at <http://www.microsoft.com/
NTServer/Basics/rerminalServer/default.asp>.

Mike Wei d iscussed UNIX and Windows
NT filesharing with respect to interoper
ability, performance, security, and name
space consistency. The most interesting
2 2

part of the discussion was that of
Microsoft's Distributed File System (DFS)
for Windows NT. DFS is similar to NFS
under UNIX. It allows an administrator
to set up mount points instead of shares
assigned to different drive letters. DFS
will be included in Windows NT 5.0 and
is available as a download for Windows
NT 4.0. For more information on DFS,
see <http://backoffice.microsoft.com/downtrlal/
moreinfo/dfs.asp>.

Andie O'Brien discussed several mecha
nisms for monitoring multiple NT
servers. The Performance Monitor can be
used to monitor several aspects of a com
puter, including processor, memory, and
page file utilization. Another built-in NT
tool is the Event Log. Keeping an eye on
the logs can help pinpoint problems.
O'Brien also gave pointers to several
third-party monitoring programs from
HP, NetiQ, and Heroix.

I N V I T E D T A L K

NT 5 Administration: Change and
Configuration Management
Dan Plastlna and Mike Cherry,
Microsoft Corporation

Summary by John Holmwood
This presentation, the final session of the
conference, was meant to be a demon
stration and discussion of the behind-
the-scenes technology that supported the
new Change and Configurations
Management in Windows NT 5.
Predictably, most of the demonstrations
did not work the first t ime.

Unfortunately, most attendees missed
some or all of the talk, which was liberal
ly interspersed with lively audience dis
cussion after each demo. In fact, Remy
Evard, co-chair of the conference, had to
ask the audience to hold off on questions
so that the formal part of the talk could
be completed in two hours. When I left
after three hours to catch my plane
home, Plastina and Cherry were still
fielding questions from the few people
left in the audience.

NetPC boot. The first demonstrat ion was
the NetPC network boot. This fai led the
first time they tried it, but eventually,
with Cherry working in the background
while Plastina talked, they managed to
get it working. The functionality requires
a special NIC card that supports the
PXWE protocol (NetPC Sf PC98) on the
client and the new Active Directory, DNS,
and DHCP services on the server. The

functionality is automatic with NT 5
DHCP; o ther DHCPs shou ld work w i th
the new NIC cards.

The boot sequence starts by running
fdisk on the client hard drive. Dual boot
configurations are not compatible with
this feature. Plastina solicited feedback
from the audience on the need to support
dual-boot systems; the response was
m i x e d .

Application management capabilities.
During this demonstration, Cherry was
able to automatically install an applica
tion by selecting the application.
However, his attempt to demonstrate that
the application could be installed simply
by invoking a document created by the
application failed.
A request came from the audience for
this capability to be included in NT 4.5.
Mike and Dan pointed out that half the
problem was in the client and half in the
server. On the server side, the solution
relies heavily on NT 5 technologies such
as Active Directory, Kerberos, and
caching. There is little chance of these
functions appearing in an NT 4 service
pack.

Policy management. The policy manage
ment user interface is likely to change
before NT 5 ships. Policy will became
part of the property of the container.
Much of Policy Editor functionality is not
scriptable. (Plastina regrets this decision).
Policies are more consistent than in NT

4, but user permissibles aren't interfered
w i t h .
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Synchronization manager. The synchro
nization manager manages the client-side
cache. Plastina tried, unsuccessfully, to
demonstrate the system synchronizing a
file. He did demonstrate the synchroniza
tion options available on the system. The
synchronization function requires
Windows NT 5 server as the fileserver. It
uses the SMB redirector so won't work
with NFS or Novell. The speakers dodged
the question of testing the functionality
wi th Samba.

Roaming profiles. Plastina commented on
the effort that has gone into Office 2000
to make it an "awesome" roaming appli
cation. The application now understands
the difference between user data (e.g., my
dictionary) and application data. During
the questions after this demo, a lot of
hostility regarding roaming profiles came
up. This appeared to be a case of killing
the messenger. Plastina handled the shots
very well. Roaming profiles are useful for
the segment of user environments where
users can add their own applications. For
more locked-down environments, poli
cies in NT 5 can redirect where files are

obtained from without using roaming
profiles.
There was also a lot of hostility over
Microsoft not following its own applica
tion guidelines with respect to DLLs.
Plastina's response was that Microsoft
application groups could no longer
change 0/S DLLs. This will eliminate
some of the problem of applications
interfering with each other.
Plastina would really like samples of real
login scripts so that Microsoft can under
stand what workarounds for NT 4 people
are using. This will help make the NT 5
functionality better. Send scripts with
commentary to <danpl@microsoft.com>.

nird USENIX Workshop
on Electronic Connmerce

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
ugust 31-S8ptember 3,1998

Session: Advances in Payment
Technology
Summary by Matthew Hohlfeld

Elect ron ic Commerce and the St reet
Per fo rmer Pro toco l

John Kelsey and Bruce Schneier,
Counterpane Systems
Bruce Schneier began his presentation by
letting the audience know that, through
his error, the version of the paper in the
proceedings was not the correct one,
which is available at

<http;//www.usenix.org/publications/library/
proceedings/ec98> and at
<http;//www.counterpane,com/street_pe{former.html>.

The premise of this work is that none of
the currently available systems for pro
tecting intellectual property (IP) will be a
full solution in a world where the dupli
cation of a work is simple and nearly
cost-free. As technologies for copying
become cheaper, and we begin to rely
more on digital delivery systems for intel
lectual property, the notion of copyright
itself becomes invalid. Without copyright
protection, the creation of works will
diminish, and ultimately the public will
suffer. As a possible solution to this prob
lem, Schneier suggested that new works
could be funded on an escrow system.
This would help restore the incentive for
the creation of works, even when the
works are then released as part of the
"public good." He provided an exliaustive
list of the currently used (or designed)
methods for protection of IP, along with
the perceived flaws of each. The list
included both secure perimeter schemes
and traitor tracing schemes; law-based
solutions; and alternatives such as adver
tising, product placement, and govern
ment funding.

By suggesting an analogy between "con
sumers" of IP and donations to a street

performer, Schneier provides the basis for
a new payment method, dubbed the
Street Performer Protocol. Using a bank
or publisher as a trusted third party, the
Street Performer Protocol simply has the
creator of a work request a specific mini
mum amount of donat ions. Once that
level is reached, the creator promises to
release the work into the public domain.
After releasing the work, the third party
transfers the donated money to the
c r e a t o r .

After discussing some of the motivations
that individuals would have to become

donors, and the fact that the whole
notion of IP is relatively new, Schneier
opened the floor to questions. Perry
Metzger suggested that this protocol/eco-
nomic model would not result in the
same volume of goods as the market can
sustain, and pointed out that Penguin
Classics makes money as a value-added
reseller of works in the public domain.
Max Tsvetovat inquired as to the applica
bility of this protocol to open source soft
ware; Schneier responded that the closest
match would be to use proposed feature
lists as the description of the "work."
Stuart Feldman then pointed out that
Victorian subscription incorporated a
very similar economic model, in which
the contributors' names appeared on the
first page of each work. Nicko Van
Someren pointed out that widespread use
of this protocol could result in IP pro
duction focusing on form rather than
substance, and that production could
change course back to forms, such as
books, whose reproduction is more diffi
cult. Juan Garay asked whether it is a
problem that the trusted third party will
become quite large when dealing with
works that are reviewed prior to publica
tion; Schneier responded that this already
o c c u r s .
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VarietyCash: A Multi-purpose Electronic
Payment System
M. Bellare, University of California,
San Diego; J. Garay, Bell
Laboratories; C. Jutia, IBM TJ.
Watson Research Center; M. Yung,
CertCo
Charanjit JutIa presented the culmination
of some six years of cooperative research
by the authors into a form of digital cash
intended to replace physical cash. They
explicitly consider only the single-issuer
situation, but assert that the scheme can
easily be extended to multiple-issuer. The
main problem addressed by their
approach is the need to incorporate net
work-based (online) and smartcard based
(offline) solutions in a single interopera
ble system.

After discussing some other electronic
payment schemes, and how they fare with
regards to anonymity, atomicity, and net
work vs. smartcard issues, Jutla intro
duced the features of VarietyCash. These
include an Issuer that maintains a list of
all issued but unspent coins and a truly
account-less system for ease of mainte
nance. The main cost of the system is
incorporated in verification of each
transaction. The Issuer in this system is
trusted to preserve anonymity (which can
be removed if required, e.g., by law).

Some of the security goals addressed by
VarietyCash are: protocol security, inter
nal security, user security, and network
security. It uses tamper-proof hardware at
the Issuer site to prevent insider attacks.
Storing an encrypted version of each
issued coin in a database at the issuer site
is also required as a defense against insid
er attacks. The main goal in User Security
is to prevent the loss of the user's
anonymity.
Other features of the system include:
using the issuer as a certification authori
ty, a global requirement for "conservation
of cash." Jutla also gave a brief trace
through the Coin Purchase Protocol,
emphasizing the speed of the Issuer in

this protocol, and then showed the
Payment Protocol at a high level. He said
that a prototype system has been built,
and that anyone interested in a demo
shou ld con tac t h im.

Raphael Yahalom asked about the differ
ence between anonymity in this system
and the trust in credit card purchases; the
answer was the receipt is the basis for the
accountability in credit card purchases,
and there's no such receipt in this system.
Nevin Heintze suggested that some
requirements were missing from the for
malization, including guarantees of coin
value and coin delivery upon purchase.
Mark Seiden questioned the value of
using VarietyCash versus a ledger-based
system; the benefit is in the efficiency of
the VarietyCash approach. Seiden also
wanted to know what the result of an
issuer private key breach is; the answer
was that there is a large consequence to
this, and the system is built to insure that
the private key is kept private. An offline
conversation with Jutla provided this
more complete response: the Issuer has
many keys - one for signing the coin, one
for encrypting the coin in its database,
one that is its public-private key pair for
communications, one that is a public-pri
vate key pair for certificates. The system
doesn't break if any of these keys is lost.
It may lead to small-scale attacks: for
example, if the signing key is lost, it leads
to insider attacks; if the database encryp
tion key is lost, again it may lead to insid
er or intruder attacks; if the communica
tion key is lost, it could lead to theft of
users' coins.

NetCents: A Lightweight Protocol for
Secure Micropayments
Tomi Poutanen, University of Toronto;
Heather Hinton, Ryerson University;
Michael Stumm, University of Toronto

Tomi Poutanen discussed NetCents,
which was originally designed to be a
micropayment protocol for use on the
Internet. The protocol has since been
extended to support a wider range of val

ues while maintaining efficiency and
robustness.

Part of the motivation for this work is the
fact that credit cards are used as the pri
mary payment method on the Internet,
even though their use includes several
flaws. Poutanen listed the desired fea
tures in a payment protocol for the
Internet. It must: be secure (by avoiding
double-spending), be goods atomic, sup
port anonymity, and support a full range
of values. Importantly, it must be imple-
mentable; thus, it must be scalable, inter
operable, and low-cost. He also noted
that to gain consumer support, it should
be "as easy to use as real cash."

The design of NetCents considers the
tradeoff between security and cost that is
inherent in the online versus offline deci
sion. Its heritage is traced to Millicent,
but it is more feature-rich, secure, and
cheaper than Millicent. NetCents makes
use of the public/private split in several
ways, including separation of the scrip,
and using public-key verification to verify
each electronic payment order.

Batching of payments in NetCents is used
to increase efficiency and remove some
load from the bank. This feature directly
influences the need to be able to transfer
scrip from one vendor to another; this is
included as a sub-protocol of the pur
chase protocol. After describing these fea
tures, Poutanen discussed fraud control
in their system. The protocol ensures that
scrip transfers are atomic, and that
though a criminal vendor can allow cus
tomers to double-spend, a probabilistic
verificat ion scheme makes i t economical

ly undesirable to do.
Poutanen then descr ibed how NetCents
handles the crossover between online and
offline protocols. Online arbitration is
performed by means of a trusted third
party, and the issuer maintains a certain
minimal balance so that large purchases
can go through while smaller balances are
stored at vendors in support of cheap
(offline) micropayments. The perfor
mance of an individual vendor depends
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highly upon the scrip co-location hit per
f o r m a n c e .

Bill Frantz wanted to know if the need
for secure hardware at the issuer's site
indicated that we also need trusted code
at each vendor's site; the answer was that
NetCents doesn't require tamper proof
hardware at each vendor, but only may
catch cheaters. Manoj Kumar asked how
to detect which of possibly many vendors
in a scrip transfer chain was the mali
cious one; the answer was a fiill audit
path is required to determine which was
the malicious vendor. Kumar then point
ed out that this would require each ven
dor to keep track of all outbound scrip
transfers each day (to be flushed when
transferred to real monetary value). Tracy
Mullen asked what happens when a ven
dor fails during a purchase; the answer
was that the value is rolled back into the
scrip, as if the purchase had not occurred.
Sess ion : Auc t i on Marke ts

Summary by Matthew Hohlfeld

The Auction Manager: Market
Middleware for Large-Scale Electronic
C o m m e r c e

Tracy Mullen and Michael P.
Wellman, University of Michigan

To introduce the motivation for their
work, Tracy Mullen described an ongoing
project in which the University of
Michigan Digital Library is modelled as
an information economy. Within this
environment, different types of organiza
tions have different market policies (e.g.,
corporate information policies vs. grade
school ones). Participating individuals
change over time and have needs that
vary with current projects and interests.
The authors' work addresses how to build
flexible infrastructures that can support
such dynamic, diverse economies. Mullen
described how formal description lan
guages for goods, services, and auctions
(where auctions are really just services for
setting a price) are used within their sys
tem interaction protocols and middle

ware components to automate and sim
plify the electronic commerce process.
The talk focused on a particular compo
nent, the Auction Manager, which gener
ates and tracks markets and provides
other market management services.
Commerce on the Internet often faces
different economics than those of more
traditional commerce channels, including
lower transaction and distributions costs
and marginal costs near zero for infor
mation goods, which tends to promote
product bundling and unbundling. The
Auction Manager must be able to match
buyers and sellers in this more complex
e n v i r o n m e n t .

By extending product descriptions to
include bundling and unbundling opera
tors, Mullen showed how logical infer
ence rules could be used to locate appro
priate markets for buyers and sellers, as
well as find potential arbitrage opportu
nities across related markets. In addition,
the concept of buyer's and seller's choice
bundling was introduced. Buyer's choice
means that instead of buyers buying an
entire bundle of goods or services, they
can buy the option to choose one or
more of these products; seller's choice is
similar. For example, a newspaper is real
ly a bundle of articles sold as seller's
choice; this same bundle of articles could
be sold as buyer's choice, where the buy
ers decide which they want to read.
In addition to matching agents with mar
kets, the Auction Manager also serves as
the focal point for market creation and
selection policies. Since infrastructure
costs and agent decision complexity costs
exist for each market created, unlimited
market creation has the potential to over
whelm the system. The Auction Manager
is being used to explore enforcing various
market-creation policies, such as having
explicit organizational policies or using
auction fees to provide agents with the
right incentives not to create unnecessary
marke ts .

Finally, the Auction Manager can also
ser\'e as a repository of market and orga

nization-specific knowledge about select
ing the best kinds of markets for
exchanging different types of goods or
services. While agents can always specify
exactly the type of market they desire,
they also have the option of allowing the
Auction Manager to fill in reasonable
defaults. Future work includes extending
both the market creation and market
selection policies.

The only question came from Max
Tsvetovat, who wanted to know if the
Auction Manager is a central, trusted
component of the system; the answer was
that though it can be distributed, it is
centralized and trusted for simplicity.

Internet Auctions

Manoj Kumar, Stuart I. Feldman, IBM
T. J. Watson Research Center

Manoj Kumar started his presentation
with an anecdotal note about the history
of auctions on the Internet: the most
expensive T-shirt sold from the Nagano
Olympics Web site in a series of daily
sealed-bid auctions went for $15,000. He
went on to present a list of the auction
issues he would not be addressing: legal
issues, cheating and/or sabotage, social
issues, and multi-piece or continuous
a u c t i o n s .

With all of that out of the way, Kumar
launched into predictions about the
future of auctions on the Internet. The
authors believe that there will be an
increase in the popularity of auctions for
several reasons, including the integration
of auctions with existing business
processes and an increase in trust in the
auction model. Kumar noted that though
there are already many traditional uses of
auctions in business-to-business transac

tions, there is room for new forms and
uses of auct ions in business-to-consumer
t ransac t ions .

Kumar then provided a classification of
auctions and introduced some of the
common variations on these types. He
then introduced the system that the
authors built on top of Net.Commerce
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(an existing IBM product) to allow for
the integrated use of auctions in busi
ness-to-consumer transactions. They
built this in a consumer-oriented fashion
and made it as close to fixed-price shop
ping as possible. By choosing to make
this a consumer-oriented project, they
became aware that the user interface is

very important its success. Kumar then
described the user interface and its simi
larities to the "shopping cart" metaphor
in current Web sites.

The Auctioneer is the commercial site in
this setup, and the user interface for the
Auctioneer has also undergone extensive
work, including "experts" that provide
pre-defined auction types. This is all built
using a generic infrastructure that sup
ports a wide variety of auctions, a proto
type of which is available at
<http://www.software.lbm.com/comnierce/
net.commerce>.

Doug Tygar expressed his concern about
the ability of this model to address the
latency of bids, especially in double auc
tions; Kumar acknowledged that this
problem is currently being ignored by the
system. Tygar was also curious about how
"accidental" bids are prevented; the
answer was that a registration mechanism
helps to prevent this (a full description is
in the paper). Giray Pultar then asked
about the use of agents for bidding in
this system; the answer was that agents
aren't yet allowed.

Electronic Auctions with Private Bids

Michael Harkavy and J. D. Tygar
Carnegie Mellon University; Hiroaki
Kikuchi, Tokai University
Michael Harkavy, winner of the work
shop's Best Student Paper award for this
work, began his presentation by skipping
his prepared description of traditional
auctions, since the previous two speakers
had already thoroughly covered that
topic. He then presented a double-bar
reled argument for the use of sealed-bid
Vickrey auctions in an electronic setting:

sealed-bid auctions are beneficial since
they hide the preferences of the bidders,
and Vickrey auctions have nice economic
and efficiency properties.

Harkavy then discussed some of the
problems in situations where bidding
preferences are leaked, including sig
nalling and cooperation between bidders.
He claimed that simply having anony
mous bidding is insufficient to protect
the privacy of a bid.

Harkavy described how to leverage verifi
able secret sharing and secret computa
tion in order to implement an electronic
auction that preserves the privacy of
bids.. This includes addition and multi
plication on shared secrets, where the
computation and the intermediate results
do not reveal the secrets. Using this tech
nique, more complex functions (like the
maximum function) can be computed on
s e c r e t s .

One restriction that the desire for effi
ciency forces on this system is the need to
encode all bids into a given range. The
bidders encode their bids into a secret
that is distributed among auctioneers
(where only t of the n auctioneers can be
malicious). The auctioneers then com
pute the maximum function digit by
digit on their inputs, eliminating bidders
without revealing their bid or their iden
tity. The winning bidder is revealed at the
end of the computation.

Harkavy concluded his presentation by
describing some of the lower-level details
and optimization techniques used to
attain some measure of efficiency. There
is an inherent tradeoff in this system
between the efficiency of the computa
tion and the security of the individual
b ids .

Session: Secure Systems -
What I t Takes

Summary by Kevin Fu

A Resilient Access Control Scheme for
Secure Electronic Transactions

Jong-Hyeon Lee, University of
Cambridge

Jong-Hyeon Lee presented a way to
authenticate customers without disclos
ing customer secrets to a merchant. (Lee,
a student of Ross Anderson, is also capa
ble of security in another dimension -
Aikido.)

Despite the vulnerability to copying,
passwords and Personal Identification
Numbers (PINs) commonly authenticate
customers to service providers. Lee
sought a simple and secure electronic
transaction model that does not have to
explicitly transfer customer secrets and or
use public key cryptography. A scheme by
Needham to control PINs is simple, pro
vides for privacy, separates capabilities,
and is customer-oriented; However, it is
susceptible to replay attacks and bogus
AT M m a c h i n e s .

Inspired by Needham's scheme, Lee
developed a customer-oriented transac
tion model in which the customer gener
ates and maintains personal secrets. The
model enables a transaction procedure
among three principals: a customer, a
merchant, and a bank. Principals can par
ticipate in registration, transaction, or
secret-revocation procedures. A some
what lengthy protocol explains the com
munication among the principals. By
using only hash functions. Lee's model
enhances privacy for the customer and
ensures nonrepudiation.

The registration procedure mimics that
of Needham's scheme, and the transac
tion procedure uses a technique from
KryptoKnight. In Lee's online scheme,
the customer is involved with all proce
dures. An offline scheme works in a simi
lar manner, but there is some extra com-
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munication between the merchant and
c u s t o m e r .

Asked whether there exists an implemen
tation, Lee explained there is yet no
implementation for this scheme, but
there is for Needham's scheme.

See <http://www.cl.cani.ac.uk/~jhl21> for more
i n f o r m a t i o n .

Trusting Trusted Hardware: Towards a
Formal Model for Programmable Secure
Coprocessors
Sean W. Smith and Vernon Austel,
IBM T.J. Watson Research Center

Sean Smith presented his findings on
proving the security of secure coproces
sors with respect to Federal Information
Processing Standard (PIPS) 140-1 level 4
certification. His group worked on three
goals: achieving level 4 certification as a
research project, verifying the soundness
or finding the holes in the coprocessor,
and formally describing the coprocessor.

PIPS 140-1 specifies security require
ments for cryptographic modules. The
most stringent level in the standard, FIPS
140-1 level 4, requires a formal model of
a system and formal proof of security. As
of this writing, level 4 is an unachieved
grail.
A secure coprocessor is hardware that
must survive in a hosti le environment. It
must guarantee that memory contents
will be zeroized upon any foreseeable
attack, and it needs to defend against
threats such as changes in voltage, tem
perature, and radiation. Such a program
mable device is useful for e-commerce.

A mechanical theorem prover was iterat
ed over a logical abstraction of the
coprocessor. First, a formal model was
made from a finite state machine. Then a

specification was written in LISP to prove
simple properties of security. The proof
must show that the coprocessor main
tains its security guarantees despite hard
ware failures and hardware attacks.
Guarantees for security fall into three cat
egories: safe execution, safe access, and

safe zeroization. Other assertions include
authenticated execution, recoverability,
and fault tolerance. The proof involves
2000 lines of C, 75 execution states, and
7500 lines of a mechanical proof.

Right now, only the hardware and boot
strap are being submitted for level 4 cer
tification. IBM's plans for actual certifica
tion are still undecided. In this research,
IBM went through a lot of the legwork
for the bootstrap layer as an exercise;
Smith notes that it would be "really cool"
to go all the way with it. In the future.
Smith hopes to evaluate the programs on
the coprocessor. However, he expects
complications, since the hardware could
interrupt the software and the software
could start interrupting the software.

Pointing out that PIPS is aging, an audi
ence member asked Smith to share hints
on where PIPS is falling short and where
it goes too far. Smith replied that on the
too-stringent side, PIPS requires the use
of DSA for signatures. Everyone wants to
use RSA, but to be PlPS-compliant, the
coprocessor must contain algorithms no
one wants to use. On the other hand,
PIPS does not address security require
ments of the manufacturing process.

Another audience member brought up
the topic of differential power analysis
with current fluctuations. Many security
attacks result from crossing levels of
abstraction (power analysis, buffer over
run, etc). Smith was ambivalent on
whether good proof techniques can cap
ture these attacks.

For more information, see
<httpy/www.ibm.com/security/ciyptocards/> and
the IBM 4758 product brochure G325-
111 8 .

On Secure and Pseudonymous Client-
Relationships with Multiple Servers
Daniel Bleichenbacher, Eran Gabber,
Phil Gibbons, Yossi Matias, and Alain
Mayer, Lucent Technologies, Bell
Laboratories
Alain Mayer talked about Janus, a crypto
graphic engine to establish and maintain
pseudonymous relationships. Mayer
enjoys hacking JavaScript and having fun
on the Web. Coincidentally, he used the
same Microsoft clip art in his presenta
tion as does the Crowds project.

Janus facilitates relative pseudonymity.
That is, a client is anonymous with
respect to the client population (e.g., an
ISP customer base). The server knows a
message came from a particular client
population, but it does not know which
member of the population. Janus also
allows for persistent relationships
between clients and servers. Weak or
strong authentication by means of pass
words or keys allows for repeat visits.

Absolute anonymity is hard to achieve
without a penalty in ease of use and
performance. The work on Janus is
complementary to other anonymizing
efforts and can be combined with other
techniques.
There is a distinction between data

anonymity and connection anonymity. In
data anonymity, data flowing over a con
nection does not reveal an identity. In
this case the adversary would attack serv
er endpoints. In connection anonymity,
the connection itself does not reveal an
identity, and the vulnerability is traffic
analysis.
There are several candidate Janus func
tions. Mayer has three requirements of
the function. First, it must ensure
uniqueness of aliases among clients and
resist impersonation; in other words, it
must be hard to find an input that results
in the same alias. Second, the function
must not reveal in format ion about
clients. Third, there must be forward
secrecy and statelessness for client mobil-
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ity. Mayer described one such function
involving a password-keyed hash of a
client identifier, server identifier, and a
usage tag. Mayer finds the CBC-MAC
approach more promising than a simple
hash because secrecy under a chosen
message attack implies secrecy of pass
words. The CBC-MAC approach fulfills
all three requirements.

Janus works with email aliases. Aliased
email can also help filter junk mail. A
client may have a different mailbox for
each server. One can filter (even by a
third party) by ignoring mail to a partic
ular alias.

Mayer indicated several places to house a
Janus engine. In a local approach, the
Janus engine lives in the client. Aliases
would be routed through a proxy. This
minimizes outside trust and cooperates
with mobile code and Personal Privacy
Preferences (P3P) repositories. In a gate
way approach, a client need not down
load software. This allows easy upgrades
and maintenance. In a third party
approach, the Janus engine would exist in
the outside world. The third party pre
serves subnet anonymity. Mayer pointed
out that if you look at a gateway or local
approach, the domain name or IP
address does not reveal its alias or real
address. A vendor could ask for a credit
card for identity validation.
An audience participant asked whether
anonymity is really beyond research and
useful in the real world. Mayer responded
that according to surveys on electronic
commerce, end users worry about priva
cy. A high percentage of users leave sites
that present fill-out forms. To demon
strate practicality, Mayer offered the
example of personalized Web pages. A
user no longer must remember pass
words for services such as My Yahoo or
NYT. Janus can be a tool to make person
alized sites as easy to visit as regular sites.

The Lucent Personalized Web Assistant
uses a Janus engine. See
<http://Ipwa.com:8C00/> for more information.

Secure WWW Transactions Using
Standard HTTP and Java Applets
F. Bergadano, Universita di Torino,
Italy; B. Crispo, University of
Cambridge and Universita di Torino;
M. Eccettuato, Universita di Torino.

Francesco Bergadano presented an alter
native for securing HTTP transactions.
This solution uses local Java applets on
the client side to establish a secure link
with the server.

Existing solutions include modifications
to the application protocol (e.g.,
SHTTP), a secure transport below the
browser (e.g., SSL/TLS, DCE-Web trans
port APIs), proxy-based services, and
network layer changes (e.g., IPsec).
Bergadano's group wanted to achieve pri
vacy, authentication, and possibly non-
repudiation. However, they did not want
to implement a new browser or modify
existing browsers. Moreover, they wanted
to provide strong cryptography and make
the source code freely available.

The proposed architecture uses normal
HTTP, TCP, and a Java-capable browser.
Essentially, the client runs an applet from
the server. This applet triggers a local
applet that communicates with a local
application on the client. This application
in turn creates an encrypted channel with
the server.

This approach requires relatively few
changes. More important, Bergadano
claims it does not require trust of the
browser. It is desirable to separate securi
ty routines from the browser. This
approach is similar to a proxy-based
approach. However, a proxy must inter
vene wi th a l l communicat ion.

Bergadano's approach only becomes
active when an HTTP transaction is

explicitly asked to be secure.

Launching several questions, Avi Rubin
asked Bergadano to answer just one:
Where did you put security? Is it better
than SSL, why can't you run a simple
proxy? Are you assuming you can change

a firewall configuration? Taking a deep
breath, Bergadano jokingly asked when
dinner was scheduled. He chose to
answer the SSL and firewall questions. In
the case of SSL, one needs a trusted
browser that supports SSL. In Europe,
one cannot easily obtain a standard
browser with strong cryptography. As for
the firewall, Bergadano reported that the
implementation was run on an open net
work. He was unsure about interact ions
with a firewall since a secondary channel
must be established between the client
and server. Another at tendee commented
that if this approach gets well used and
works, it would be consumed by a
browse r.

For more information and the source

code, see <littp://security.unito.it/>.

SWAPEROO: A Simple Wallet
Architecture for Payments, Exchanges,
Refunds, and Other Operations
Neil Daswani, Dan Boneh, Hector
Garcia-Molina, Steven Ketchpel, and
Andreas Paepcke, Stanford University

Neil Daswani presented the SWAPEROO
digital wallet project. Started in
September 1997, this project aimed to
identify desirable wallet properties and
features, define a wallet interaction
model, define clean APIs for a wallet and
its components, and build a prototype.

Daswani's group decided that: (1) A wal
let architecture should be extensible.
Rather than being completely propri
etary, it should support multiple instru
ments and protocols. (2) It should not
rely on a Web interface as the sole com
mon interface. The basic architecture
should be written once to be run any
where. This enables the use of alternative
devices such as Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs). (3) Symmetry allows for com
mon services across commerce applica
tions. Current wallet implementations are
often non-symmetric; little infrastructure
is shared between the client and server
sides. (4) A wallet architecture should be
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cl ient-driven. The user should init iate al l
transactions. Vendors should not be

capable of automatically invoking a
client's digital wallet. After all, would you
want a vendor reaching for your wallet as
soon as you enter a store?

Daswani described a wal let interact ion
model. After starting a transaction, wal
lets can negotiate on a protocol. Because
of symmetry, the user and vendor have
simi lar wal lets.

SWAPEROO has been implemented in
C-t-f- (PalmOS) and Java (Windows).
Future work includes populating the wal
let, experimenting with other devices
(e.g., smart cards), working on the archi
tecture, and abstracting out the data
m ana ge r.

One question was asked about symmetry.
Since everyone would have wallets of a
similar design, is there any reason clients
would not want to communica te w i th
each other? Daswani responded that
there are no restrictions. Another ques
tion involved tamper resistance. Given
that the wallet must be in some tamper
resistant memory, how are these things
init ial ized? Daswani answered that for

PalmPilots, this is a problem. However, in
the future with a JVM access control, a
policy could potentially be downloaded
directly into the wallet from a trusted
site.

A related paper on the PalmPilot imple
mentation will appear in the future. The
PalmPilot implementation lets a user buy
a food item from a particular vending
machine at Stanford. For more informa

tion, see <http://www-db.stanford.edu/
-daswani/wallets/>

The Eternal Resource Locator: An
Alternative Means of Establishing Trust
on the World Wide Web

Ross Anderson, Vaclav Matyas, and
Fabien A.P. Petitcolas, University of
Cambridge
Vaclav Matyas presented an alternative
means of managing trust in electronic
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publishing. He spoke about WAX, a pro
prietary hypertext system for medical
publishing. WAX uses hashes in combi
nation with HTML l inks as an Eternal
Resource Locator (ERL). Matyas is also
the co-editor of the Global Trust Register,
a massive directory with its own rating
scheme of "top-level" PGP keys and
X.509 cert ificates.

In the hierarchical WAX system, there are
shelves owned by publishers, books
owned by editors, and chapters owned
by authors. WAX must protect against
several threats: book contents could be

altered, an incorrect book source could
be claimed, or a publisher or author
could deny past content. Matyas stressed
that there are no confidentiality or
audit requirements, only integrity and
authenticity.
The WAX system originally used RSA for
digital signatures. However, problems
cropped up. In particular, RSA digital
signatures require a Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI), expiring keys cause
problems for long-lasting information,
compromised keys are difficult to
address, and RSA-DSI royalties were
expensive. As a result, WAX uses one
time signatures as an intermediate
s o l u t i o n .

New HTML elements al low hashes and

public keys to be embedded in docu
ments. In addit ion to the standard l ink

ing information, the A element also
includes a HASHVALUE parameter.
When a browser follows a link, it can
hash the appropriate contents and verify
whether the document is authentic. For

instance, a link may appear as <a
H R E F = " h t t p : / / w w w . m e d . a c . u k /
e x a m r e s u l t s " H A S H M E T H O D = " T I G E R "

H A S H V A L U E = " 1 2 3 4 5 . . . "

H A S H PA R E N T = " h t t p : / / w w w. c e r t . m e d .
ac .uk "> l i nk< /a> . The exam resu l t s

page would contain further information
to reconstruct the hash.

Pure ERLs apply easily to static texts (e.g.,
health care, law and contracting, bank
ing). One can also store hashes with

bookmarks for change control.
Additionally, this system can interact
with public key mechanisms. Work pro
gresses on medical applications (WAX,
British National Formulary), incorpora
t ion of XML discussed wi th industr ia l

partners, and formalization of the ERL
logic extended by public key parameters.
For more information, email
<vm206@cl.cam.ac.uk> or visit

<http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~fapp2/papers
/ec98-0rl/> and

<http://www.medinfo.cam.ac.uk/wax/>.

Detecting Hit Shaving in Click-Through
Payment Schemes
Michael Reiter, AT&T Labs -
Research; Vinod Anupam and Alain
Mayer, Lucent Technologies, Bell
L a b o r a t o r i e s

Mike Reiter, presenting the winner of the
workshop's Best Paper award, analyzed
several mechanisms to calculate upper
and lower bounds on referrals to another
Web site. This is particularly useful in
Web advertising schemes where a Web
publisher receives a payment directly
proportional to the number of "click-
throughs" generated.
A user U "clicks through" site A to site B
if A serves a page to U, and then U clicks
on a link in A's page to reach B. Here A is
the referrer and B is the target. In a click-
through payment scheme, B pays A for
each referral that A gives to B. There are
two common forms of f raud in cl ick-

through payment schemes. Hit shaving
results when site B fails to credit site A
for referrals. Hit inflation results when
site A causes bogus referrals to site B.
Reiter described two classes of practical
and immediately useful techniques for
detecting hit shaving. In a heuristic
approach, the target site need not cooper
ate or even have knowledge of the
process. In a cooperative approach, one
can achieve better accuracy and non-
repudiation of click-throughs. For both
classes, the detection techniques are
mostly invisible to the user.



The detection process must enable site A
to monitor how often site B receives a

request from any user U with a referrer
field indicating A. This leads to the ques
tion of how to calculate upper and lower
bounds on hit counts. Site A can record
an upper bound on its referrals to site B
with no cooperation from B. When user
U clicks on a link to site B, A is told
about the click. Then user U continues to
B. One can implement this using HTTP
redirection or a CGI script. A second
approach uses JavaScript and an invisible
frame to notify site A of the intent to fol
low a link. These techniques produce an
upper bound because one cannot be sure
whether B actually receives the hit. The
notification represents the intention to
visit site B, but not a guarantee to visit
site B.

Techniques to calculate a lower bound are
not so clean or simple. After a user fol
lows the link on site A to reach site B, the
user notifies site A. A receives notification

only if the connection to B worked.
Reiter described a rather complicated
procedure which spawned a new browser
window and used JavaScript. Since one
window cannot access another window's

namespace, there are a few hoops to
jump through. A detection window
probes the namespace of the window
attempting to contact site B. When the
detection window is no longer allowed to
probe the other window, it knows the
connection to site B was successful. The
detection window then notifies site A by
requesting a particular URL.
The lower bound technique has a few
caveats. The user might close the window
before A is notified. Additionally, this
only detects that some page is loaded.
The user may have stopped the request to
site B and traveled elsewhere. A few tricks

(e.g., hiding the toolbar) can make it
hard for the user to bypass the notifica
tion process, but it also can cause annoy
ances to the user.

Reiter suggests using both lower and
upper bound detection on referrals. The

two measurements should be fairly
s i m i l a r.

In the cooperative approaches, site B
acknowledges each referral as the referral
happens. In a naive solution, B would
open a connection to A for each hit. In a
distributed approach, B's page would
make the user request another page from
site A as an acknowledgment. It is also
possible to provide for nonrepudiation
with digital signatures. B includes a
digital signature while serving a page.
However, this could easily become pro
hibitively costly. Hash chaining can alle
viate some of the performance problems.

Reiter revealed a few disadvantages of hit
shaving detection. There is a negative
impact on user privacy. Web sites can dis
cover your browsing habits. The schemes
are also incompatible with anonymizing
services such as Crowds or LPWA.

Questions began on a humorous note.
How did Rei ter become involved wi th

this project? The saga began when Reiter
placed his email address on a Web page.
A spammer sent an email about click-
through payments saying that a 1998
Corvette would be awarded for the high
est number of click-throughs. Thinking
something must be fishy, Reiter began to
analyze click-through payment schemes.
A few questions about ethics and morali
ty popped up. All concerned impedi
ments to the user (e.g., awkward win
dows popping up) and pornography.
Reiter cleverly escaped the questions with
witty remarks. However, he made it clear
that improving the porn industry is not
his goal. Click-through payment schemes
are relevant for all types of Web advertis
ing. Finally one attendee pointed out that
these schemes act like a poor man's
Remote Procedure Call via URLs. Asked
whether he was on to something bigger,
Reiter replied that there might be overlap
or some related opportunities.

S e s s i o n : C o n s u m e r S e r v i c e

Summary by Matthew Hohlfeld

Sales Promotions on the Internet

Manoj Kumar, Anand Rangachari,
Anant Jhingran and Rakesh Mohan,
I B M T. J . Wa t s o n R e s e a r c h C e n t e r

Manoj Kumar presented his group's work
on translating another set of real-world
practices to the world of electronic com
merce. Their specific goal is to provide
the types of sales promotions that are not
currently available at commerce sites on
the Internet, namely coupons.

Kumar gave a list of fictional examples to
illustrate the variety of purposes that can
be addressed by coupons, and introduced
the concept of eCoupons. The Internet
disrupts several real-world assumptions
and also allows some things that are not
possible in the real world. One of the
economic forces created by coupons is
price discrimination. Price discrimina
tion does not fol low the understood rules
on the Internet, however, if coupon
"trading" is allowed to be as simple as it
would appear to be.

One unexpected feature of coupons in
the real world that issuers rely on is that
they are "hard" to use. If the straightfor
ward methods for creating coupons are
used in the setting of electronic com
merce, with the expected simple user
interface, that would no longer be true.
Kumar surprised me by discussing simi
larities between eCoupons and digital
cash systems with respect to susceptibility
to fraud, without stating that eCoupons
are a type of digital cash (with a more
complex "value" associated).

eCoupons are a set of definitions that are
being refined and extended to attempt to
cover all possible variations on promo
tions desirable on the Internet. Kumar's

group is also investigating different meth
ods for delivery of coupons and methods
for storage after delivery (such as digital
cash "wallets").
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